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New Mexico.
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Louit, waa Making itt final round
before goiag on the trip to Santa
Cloodcroft Note.
Olaot' home itithe far far north
Mr A. 0. Morgan went to Ala
The south west wa being visited
niogordo last week on buaineet.
ny tñe machine and when it
(race Ta i liter and Li via reached Alamogordo in fact,
Ponder visited .clund laat Friday. directly over The Alamo Furn.
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(Jur sand table it now ready
dumping the finest assortment of
ir ue in geography work.
holiday goods in the store that
bad arar been there. Afraid to
tu Cha, made a busineat trip try moving the stock again, the
I
t.. Alamogordo this week.
occupants of the airship told Mr.
We are very busy getting MeOtemments, proprietor to sell
the toys for any where from 10
t,
ready for our preliminary
to 12.00 and they knew the
cents
next Saturday evening.
collection of standard books
W. W. Saxon's haybaler it in would not last long,
as every
Vamea Oanou, and at work at Alamogordian would wish to
IA. G. Moreant.
purchase once they were placed
Mr. T. M. Mendelson of High- - on exhibition.
was a caller at school last
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He is contemplating
M.xticr (un Invxlidi - timer, wtii.
Starting in business here again. did you do with tut' ..ruuge Mrs. Neigh
bor fu.e you to aire to me yeatcr
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.
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where they have Ik'cu spending an It tad ate It niywif. -- Chicago New
li nie time visiting relatives.
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They will be miss--

their large circle of friends

'The

young people of (Jlond- roft gathered at Mrs. ( has. Mc

lure's

last Friday night and

rganized a Social Society, Mrs.
IcOlure being elected President,
ind H. H. Herrington Vice-pre- rident. The Committee.

THE

ALAMOGORDO

SAMTORIUM

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT
NEW PETSADOEO.

The Alamogordo Sanitorium,
Through
the kindness and owned by the Alamogordo Saniourtesy of Henry S- Evans, the torium Co., a holding company
weler, a fine pair of fox squir- - for the local Lodge of Oddfellows,
els have been added to the at- - have secured the services of Dr.
ractions at Alameda Park. W. R. Saltzgaber as manager and
hese little fellows came from resident physician.
Missouri aud are said to be ad- Mr. J. D. Clements, a promi-- 1
pting themselves to the change nent Odd Fellow of the territory,
ery nicely. Judge Franklin, of who has been in active managePaso, and Geo. J. Greene ment at the institution will leave
sq., of Orogrande, have furnish- - in a few days on a tour of adver-
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the Park with some red fish
rhich are attention. The towns
people having any food scraps
or which they have no use can
nd no better place for same than
it the park to be used towards
he feeding of the animals. Let
5. J. Orippen know about what
1

u may

hr-- e.

tising, with the intentions, primarily, of interesting Odd Fellows throughout the country in
the work undertaken by the local lodge with the idea in mind
of ultimately making this institution a National Sanitorium for
Odd Fellows. The institution at
the present time ia open to the

yeattt, mold, and
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bacteria our food, with the result
that it aours, rots, cr putrefies,
but they sometí met leave behind
ce
like
the muttv and moldy odor aud
cona-quen-

llavor of some spoiled fods. or
the tn batanees called ptomaines,
which are sometimes poisonous

Not until millions of yeast
cells ara massed together do they
become visible to the eye as in
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yeasts, in distinction from those
wa have learned to cultivate for
the making of bread. The old- faahioned method of making
milk-risin-
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iMt inai"
MitMaMtfenwtl by the heat of the tim
me when the food,
eith'-the oven.
animal or ri'.taMe. at
tacke.l by la'tria break up
In the ame way the wild
atta'tt the ttaar in th" ttewed intoa loath otue MMM.
The fotwi may lierono danger
fru'f
l"'"H' eaooted .mi a
n how .out warn
warm
or the ji lly left uncov '" evi-red. or órnenme evn when ' "ign of decomposition.
the
4.purcntly coven d, inily iiitne bacteria may givn ofr ubtance
ae the git evolved erve no known a ptomaine, ome of
p:irpt,. mid the fermenta- - which ar very poiomu to man.
i mi rain
the tatte of the futid. Certain apparently inyateriout
Y'eant grow
have been traced
i a tempera- eaea of
.
cau-7"
ami milk. Iih.
of
f"
.egres
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to it degreae
lure
.; MWaWfore, foid that it to le nieat. cheeae, baked bean, iae
protfcltd from their action inu-- t cream, and other food have all
be kept well ajaaj that point.
been found responsible for f.Hid
The anii.ttrai.ee of mold
!""""' ibis laurt of ; pm.mng
that
irr.i itiff ,i. '
.1,.. .,.,1 itit inotnota true
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typhoid
a
due,
fever.1
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every
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h.uewife. Tin aporea of the '
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different varieties of mold are iti" i.o.i v, hut the illness results
everywhere present, aud they lioiu tue . iliiroUUClinll li.... I lit- system oi poisonous suosrance
need only warmth and
e
t4, enable them In gatsaj on many already formed in the food hf the
kind oCfood. The.- organismo bacteria.
A new meaning for the scrub-ing- ,
are always ..t work in damp
airing, and sunning that for
ars and in dark damp córner of
generation
have been
r many
room: are Kw.n... ni. tk
by
ticed
good
housekeepers,
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insects, they
,,f
the kins
reasons for
'tn
all fruitt, and in the dust riving toKe,ner
of "thtfr precautions to
in the air. They are not fond of the
light and they require no great!1'' Uken f,,r home sanitation,
abundance of air, nourishing' wil1 be found in Farmers' Bullet-bea- t
in food that are piled elote in 875 "('re of Fond in the
tocher, warias small, i n is- -' Home," just issued by the U. 8.
turb d air spaces and moisture. Department of Agriculture
The growth of most mol It It
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The Albuquerque Journal, in a
and low temperature.
dispatch
from Santa Fe, says that
From the standpoint of house- Policeman
Dudlev and A. Kenu
bold sanitation,
bacteria are
Vegas,
of
have arrested
Us
the most important, of these
Ranche,
Rnimient
hoi.
s,
They are very
ed
with
and
fiendish
the
murder
widely distributed ; the soil h. s
beSal
Miss
lie
Hat
of
ton
assault
them;
they
in the
are
Los Tanos,
Rosa
and
tween
Santo
water, and in all food exposed to
the 26th of last September.
to dust and air.
What will be done with the
M 80Iue foods bacteria jn
prisoner is not known. He may
..
.
stages oi uieir action leave no
be brought her' to be placed in
Hiaucrreen lilo nt- n
fl.f ..I of.
the penitentiary for
facto, so far Ml yet proved. Meat
on the other hand the officers
and
;
is ;.. some niea-ur- e
ripened by may
take their prisoner to
acterial
action,
and the
or Alamogordo.
The
"gamey" taste given meat by
officers will not take the risk of
"hanging" comes in part from
the same cause, though in both taking their man to Santa liosa
as the feeling in that section is
cases the changes are chiefly due
so intense on account of the unto the action of ferments normal- speakable crime that a lynching
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of thia community have lat a
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Dirkent "cheerful lockaaiith"
"reaolead to be happy"
should he an inapiration to ua ail.
Nothing put tonga in oar
like tho habit of thanksgiving.
.
.
neiooan net a inanatgiving
linn rmtnrrmti mith ! a
.
i'tiiiu f..r mtirnila rkm t Iki.
time. Tho country at a whole
Mki

hat bad enod harvest.
ness interest

d bnti- -

show a wonderful

advancement over the panicky
conditions of a year ago. A
flood-tidof national prosperity
is rolling in with beneficial results to all classer and interests.
When the sun goes down on the
Alpine 'opes, the Swiss herdsmen call each to the one above,
"Praise ye the Lord." Soacruca
this land, through its valley
and over its plains and up the
mountain sidea there ought to
ring the note of praise to the declining sun of another year.
Let us not forget that prosperity
i
the gift of God. "Gire na
this day our daily bread" is the
language of the Lord's Prayer
a',( never n H the history of
the world MM thiB prayer been
answered as at the present time ;
for never before was the world to
well fed.
But our material bleasinga are
not greater then our civil and religious blessings. In manifold
ways God is working in man for
the upbuilding of the human race
mankind is nearer the
and
divine ideal than ever before.
We are beginning to see the
humanity of Ood and the divinity of man, and the two are working together for the amelioration
of the one and the glorification
or tne orner.
There is thus reason for a continual thanksgiving even though
our material blessings have not
been as great as we would like.
Like the Psalm ia, let us ''bless
the Lord at all times," remembering that there is nothing more
beautiful than thanksgiving; for
"his praise is comely."
We ought to form the bahü of
thanksgiving.
So many people
have the grumbling habit.
Nothing pleases them. They
see but little good in people or in
conditions. They fail to see that
there are a hundred good and
beautiful things in a days life to
a single unpleasant one. They
permita single moment's discomfort to blot out a whole day's
blessings.
Let us catch the
spirit of God's great
where we can discover no discords in the coloring of leaf or
fruit, and where the voices that
fill the air are all songs of glad- e

--

depended on wild yeast falling
into donghand causing the bread
to rise, a method not always sue- cessful, because other organisms,
the bacteria, also had chance at
the , uoueh.
- .and- sometima
me oeuer oi tne yeast in the
struggle for food, and the result
oi uieir nie in tne uough was
sour or bitter bread.
Eren when we are able to utilise the life processes of the yeast
plant, its good offices are paid for
with a certain amount of food
material; thus, when introduced
int.. the bread dough it breaks ly
it is not easy to
up part of the sugar present i uto draw the line between the harm would certainly follow.
Mounted Policeman Dudley
alcohol and carbonic-aci- d
gas, and less ripening processes and the
has been detailed on this case
from the first and long atter the
people of Santa K:sa and Los
'
..
Tanos had given up the capture
of the criminal, Dudley later assisted by Sena, kept working,
quietly and industriously, pick-it.-g
up one clew after another
wil Kaaaaaaaaaaap
aeaaaBaaaaaa
and following it to the end.
What the evidence is against
Sanchez is not known, but it is
understood to be strong.
The story of the assault and
murder of young and pretty
Sallie Hatton as she was riding
from Santa Rosa to her home in
Los Tanos, is still fresh in the
public mind, one of the most
general public, to patients iu all Alamogordo. The Sanitorium terrible and
crimés
stages of disease. No patient Co. has made wise
selection as ever committed in New Mexico
will be turned away who has to the physician actively in The body of the girl, horribly
sufficient means to pay for ser- charge.
mutilated, was found in a lonely
vices.
There will be no change in the arroya and her clothes and be- No institution in the Territory persone! of the Directory.
Dr. longings and horse were discover- has a more ideal location. Lo- J. R. Gilbert as chief of staff ed later. The trail of
the mur cated four hundred feet above and an able corps of consulting d erer appeared to lead to San - 'ness.
'
the town, it overlooks the Tula- - physicians insures recognition by ta Rosa, but in spite of days of
rosa Valley, giving a magnifi- - the medical profession at large tireless searching by practically
Out of 2,600 boys rece utly ex
cient view sixty miles to the of thorough and conscientious all the residents of Santa Rosa amined in the schools of Kansas,
North, eighty miles to the South treatment of patients sent to
the and Los Tanos, the man had cov. all cigaret smokers, only six were
and to the San Andreas forty institution for treatment.
ered up his tracks so skillfully found to be what would be termmiles distant on the West. ImW. R. Edison and M. P. that not a trace of him could be ed bright. Ten of the remaindmediately back of the sanitorium Moody and their
found- Dudley followed one sup- er were average students and all
esto the East, the Sacramento tablished the institution com posed clue clear to Hutchinson, of the rest of
the 2fi00 were
mountains rise to a height of ton plete in all details, a model of Kan., only to find he waa on a found' to be either poor
at their
thousand feet.
perfection in buildings and equip- false scent.
studies or altogether worthless.
Dr. W. R. Saltegaber, who has ment and it remains for the citiA pitiful feature of the tragedy There is some significane in that
been actively engaged for the zens of Alamogordo, working in was the death some weeks ago
of report, at leaat enough to
past ten yean as a specialist in harmony for the institution and the dead girl's father from a parents to prevent cigaret induce
amok
the treatment of the diseases of to make for Alamogordo and the broken heart, following days and ing on part of their sons
the chest, throat and none, needs Sanitarium an enviable reputa- days of brooding orar the terrible they have reached the age ofuntil
no introduction to the citizens of tion throughout the country.
of his daughter.
eretion. New Mexican.
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Surface tillage
ping Hie rainfall

a meant of tapThe surface 1
the capillary mum-lio- n
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the m mm surfa
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'"'tween
the llioltter soil below It broken
making it more difficult for the
u r
In ibe soil t. reach the surface whore
it Is los' by evaporation. The deKh of
iltivation desirable in the fort ...
of the soil mulch will depend on the
feMejMMy of cultivation
ami Ike
MMM "i rainfall. During a km dry
"rind a mulch three or four im he
il.ick is not too much.
If a rut
(enea on the surface water Is los: rapidly by evaporation. If a crust forms
und- r tlie mulch It prevents tlie circulation of air in the soil and also
tile ,..,,,. 0f tnH water
Tins
crust must be broken by deeper
fa-"-
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way and brought bai k lying loosely
JULIA BOTTOMLEY.
The l.eautiful hair dress shown here over the tup, with its end fastened unhas made a veritable sensation, ami it der the coll. The hair across the fore-.- "
aci is arranged in a loose pompa-atoar- ,
is a pleasure to reproduce it for our

readers. Without the small pleasing
little skeleton cap shown in the picture, it retains all the fascination of
the Psyche coiffure, and is thoroughly
lmicttcal for present millinery modes.
The hairdresser has taken certain
small liberties with her classic model
in order to accommodate the coiffure
to the hat and brow of the wearer,
and they have turned out to be an
improvement, since they enhance the
beauty of both the face and hat. The
h"ad dress, shown in our photograph,
vas adapted specially to this coiffure
and leaves nothing to be desired.
It may be said in passing that the
bead dress shown is made of gold ribbon and rhinestone ornaments set in
gold. The aigrette at the side is pure
white. Every one will see at a glance
Its simplicity of construction, and appreciate the beauty of this coiffure ornament. The foundation on which it
is fashioned is simply buckram cut in
narrow bands and wired before covering with ribbon.
It does not require an abundanc?
of natural hair to build this style of
coiffure.
The hair, however, must be
waved before it is dressed.
The regular ondulations of the Marcel wave
may be used, but are not absolutely
essential. The hair is parted off in
the usual manner, and that portion
about the face and neck waved in
loose, irregular curves.
All the remainder ot the hair (much or little) is
tied at the back of the head and arranged in a coll. This forms the foundation for the balance of the coiffure.
If the hair is thick and heavy it
will not be necessary to use a roll at
all. The hair at each side in this case
is simply "ratted," that is, combed
toward the scalp instead of from it.
and then lightly smoothed with the
comb on the outside.
It is then
brought back to the coil, pinned to it,
and the ends fastened under it. A
small portion of the waved hair on
top of the head is treated in the same

the tnds lightly twisted, and
brought lack to the coil if long enough
to reach. If not, they are concealed
under that portion on top of the head
which has already been fastened into
the coll. This pompadour is then
pulled forward and down over the
brow and parted lightly with the
ringers, a little to one side. Invisible
pins, fasten It to place, and It is worn
more or less over the brow to suit
the individual taste in this matter.
A very full cluster of false puffs
is placed over and around the coil,
where they are firmly pinned to
place. A barette is adjusted under
them, supporting the short locks at
the nape of the neck, which usually
prove so refractory. Finishing-toucheare given by pulling the side hair
against the puffs and pinning it to
them with invisible pins and curling
any short locks which may straggle
about the nape of the neck into little
rings. These are held in place with
the fluid which hairdressers use for
s

that

purpose.

The natural hair, unless very curly,
will not make satisfactory curls and
puffs, and even when one possesses
the requisite quantity of naturally
curly hair It is much more difficult to
manage than the false hair. Moreover,
it will not stay well dressed as long
and consumes far more time in doing,
so that it is economy to buy puffs and
Of all things, however, one
curls.
should get a perfect match in color
and texture to one's own hair.
When the natural hair is very thin
it Will be necessary to use additional
hair across the front of the head, for
the hair dress just described. Several styles are made in front pieces
that will fill all the requirements, and
when combed in with the natural hair
are not to be detected. In adjusting
the hat to this coiffure a portion of
the hair about the face should be
pinned to the underbrim or facing of
the hat.

1

Land is summer-tilleto store the
moisture ol one season In order thai
a crop may b. grow n the next. The more
thorough the tillage the better this
moisn.re It conserved. When a small
grain crop is being harvested the disk
atttfwM follow the binder. The ground
may be plowed later in the fall and
pa ked with a harrow and soil packer. As soon as the frost is gone In
tro- spring the ground should b" made
Imm on top. It should be kept in this
condition all summer or until the next
crop is seeded. The disk and harrow-shoulbe used as often as nec. ssary
to keep the surface loose. When the
ground is not plowed in the fall it
will be necessary to disk early in the
spring and plow before July 13. Dotf
plowing increases the capacity of the
soil to hold water. If weeds are allowed to grow the effects of summer
tilling are lost. The surface should
never be allowed to become hard for
this gives the same conditions as
leaving a hole in the bottom of a water tank it permits the escape of the
water. To properly summer-til- l
land
requires as much or more lpl'or and
attention than raising a crop.
packing is the firming
of the soil beneath the mulch. This
is not done to hold the moisture, but
to allow the moisture to come up within reach of the plant roots to make
a road for the water to climb up, for
water cannot go upward without a
connected line along which to travel.
When the soil is very loose and full
of air spaces the line is unjointed, but
when the soil' has been packed the air
spaces are squeezed out, the soil
grains brought together and a fine
roadbed is made for the upward movement of the water
However, the tilling of the soil is
hot the sum total of
farming.
Drouth-resistinvarieties, rotations
and fertility are also very important
factors. The durum varieties of wheat
are
the common spring
wheat by many bushels per acre and
the best varieties of winter wheat are
in turn
the durum. Kherson and other early varieties of oats
are fast replacing the common varieties. Alfalfa is destined to produre
a wonderful change In the west, both
in its effect upon the soil and as a
forage crop. Rotations often give as
great increase in yield as tillage or
All these factors should
varieties.
be given equal attention in a comprehensive system of crop production.
e
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Paying Crops Raised.
Experiments In
farming have proven incontestibly
that paying crops can be raised with
far less rainfall than was thought
necessary.
The principle which underlies this
system is one that has been practically proven and accepted by the farmers in the west, namely that water
enough falls on the land, but not always at the right time, for the growth
and maturing of a crop, hence the water that otherwise would go to waste
must be conserved.
By plowing the land the run-of- f
Is
arrested and the waters sink Into the
soil. Hy stirring the surface evaporation, or drying out of the land below,
is retarded if not entirely prevented.
d

BEST

BAG

FOR

THE

BROOM

FIT

INTO

A

DRESSING

CASE

Should Be Made to Fit, with an Opening at the Side Good Ticking Bag.

Umbrellas Now Made 80 They Fold-GConvenience for the
Traveler.

The broom bag may be made a
more satisfactory thing than the cloth
if it is made
that slips off in mid-aito fit the broom, and, furthermore, if
it be opened at the side. The thing
I have in mind is an oblong square
bag of outing flannel from which the
two lower corners have been cut, leaving tt somewhat octagonal in shape.
The small remaining bottom of the
bag Is made Into a faced opening, and
when the broom handle is slipped
through the long, open side of the bag
and dropped through the end opening
the broom straws will be held securely.

Tmbrellas which can be folded to
dressing case are the
only type which now appeal to the
college girl who does not like to be
burdened with more than one package
when traveling. These folding umbrellas come In black, tan, taupe, dark
red, blue, brown and green twilled
silk, mounted upon steel frames and
usually have wooden handles. Among
the newest umbrella handles is one ot
flattened top, shaped somewhat like
a huge button and about two and
f
Inches
across. Other wooden
handles are carved to represent the
heads of cats, dogs, owls and butterflies. They are usually of natural colored oak, ebony or mahogany, but occasionally one is stained to match the
silk covering of Its frame. Very smart
umbrellas which particularly appeal to
girls of artistic as well as extravagant
tastes have satin finished white wood
handle, with tops of onyx, jada or
carved dull red quartz. They are decorated wltb narrow ribbon bows or
with tasseled loops through which the
wrist may be thrua.

r

has
A ticking bag for clothes-pin- s
fastened to its upper end two wire
The
hooks to bang it to a clothes-line- .
end Is first stiffened with wire, and
there is no opening for the clothespins except a round bole cut in the
center of one side. A facing round the
circular bole forms a casing for another wire to keep the opening In
shape.
Countless household bags are not to
be scorned, but these two are particularly useful shapes.

reat

fit Into a

one-hal-
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Naturally Rich, Generally Free from
Objectionable Traitt and Admirably Adapted to Farming.
Everyone knows or ought to know,
that the soil of the semi-ariregions
is naturnily rich and generally free
rom objectionable traits, and of a
texture admirably adapted to the best
farming. It has been demonstrated,
beyond the peradventure of a doubt,
concerning farming carried on in
those regions under scientific soli culture, that if care be taken to conserve
the moisture, and not waste it, that
Is: If the soil be so treated that its
fertility be made available plowing,
packing, seeding, and cultivation suited to existing conditions farming becomes an exact science, and the raising of large crops a certainty.
A
great percentage of the vast
plains of the west is admirably adapted for ideal farming, quite free from
boulders and stumps.
Dry (arming is cheaper than irrigation and, in addition, has some decided advantages over the latter system.
In the first place, on ditches are required and no subsequent repairs
needed, and no laborers are hired for
irrigators. And, secondly, it is a demonstrated fact that dry farming Is the
better proposition of the two when
practiced on a large scale. One man.
It is estimated, can not farm profitably more than 50 to 75 acres of irrigated laud, while under the dry farming system large tracts can be handled especially when small grain and
alfalfa are grown.
1

Fundamental Principles.
The fundamental principles of dry
farming consist In agricultural practices which will tend to conserve soil
moisture and make the very most for
cultivated crops of a limited supply
of rainfall.
While the
systems of dry farming are supposed to
be practiced in the semi-ariregions
only, it baa been found by actual practice and scientific experiments that
the dry farming methods apply with
equal force to the farmers who grow
crops in those sections which are assumed to have regularly a sufficient
amount of rainfall.
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Co.. Buffalo, N. T.
Dorothy and the Stork.
When little Dorothy Walworth waa
Introduced to her baby brother In the
Firtt Methodist ICpitropal Parsonage

CALIFORNIA

Fig Syrup

Tonkers, N T the manifested Intense interest, but wat not astonished
I knew
he was coming," she ex
claimed; "I knew It."
Press. fur an explanation, the five.
M ar oid said I was down to the
Bronx zoo the other day and saw
the st irk in lilt cage I recognized
him by the hlat k stripes on his w lngt
that papa said were there Well, when
the stork was standing alone on one
leg, I went close to him and whlsp red
In hit eaf that I waa'cd him to bring
:ue a baby brother or sister. He didn't
say anything, but I knew he would do
It, because he bent his head toward
me and w inked an eye."
in
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A "ran down" condition it
generally due to the failure of
the digestive organs to properly
digest the food. Dr. D. Jayne't
Vermifuge tonee up the d.gesiive
organa so that they supply tht
body with proper nourishment,
and in this way bring about laiU
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sell nearly every egg 10 consumers, may be most easily, yet enigmaticalbut get only a email margin of profit ly answered with: "It la not Dry
only a fair return for labor.
Farming at all."

"

fhe Best Kind
Of Life Insurance

Not Asking Much.
"The president," explained one of
the secretaries, can't stop at Flunk-villon his swing around the circle.
In fac. my g"od man, we are scheduled to go through I'lunkvllle at 60
miles an hour."
"Couldn't ron throw out one of his
oid hats
asked the leader of the com- minee, hopefully. Washington Her-

by

1

tng health.

Ordinary tonict
simply supply food material in
predigetted form, and
are only effective at
long aa tbe tonic is taken.

a

in.

coott-quent- ly

It Poor Consolation.
"Ves, It must be a terrible thing to
go through life without your limb. But
you must remember it will be restored
to you in the next world."
"I know it will, mum, but dat don't
encourage me, for It was eut off when
I was a baby, an' It won't come within a couple of foot of da ground w'en

Sold by all Druggists
two lmn, SOe and 35c.
Be. B. Jama's laeecteraai hat
curing Coutba,
relieving

beca
and
Colda.tnd similar ailmciiuicrucaitr
four g

it's restored."

In the Beginning.
"Tours is certainly an unusual
case," said the lawyer, "and it will be
neccessary to consult a number of
books."
"So?" queried the client.
"Yes," answered the legal light,
"and we will begin with your pocket-book.-

Always after
the

!

walls with Alabastine. It
is a perfect germicide, arel
requiring neither paste
nor glue, offers no feeding ground for bacilli or
vermin.

"

A

Frencch Scholar.

As William bent over her fair face
he whispered: "Dai ling, if I should
ask you in French if I might kiss you,
what would you answer?"
She, calling up her scanty knowl
edge of the French language, ex- claimed, Billet doux." Tit Dita.
Ready Explanation.
"What is the reason you were so
late In discovering the north pole?"
Well.' answered the explorer, "you
see they have such long nights In the
arctic regions that I overslept."

Alabastine
The Saiutary
Wall Coatinf

'.brlr
Alabastine. it a powder made
v rr. iea
Sirock told in package.
with co'd water and apatita, '
better than kalaomine. Mort
raort heaJtbiul and mcic ecoasasaW
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We live truly for ourselves only
when we live for others. Seneca.
Dr. Pierre's pleasant
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tbe cause and you cure tbe disease, aatsj to take
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Poultry and Cowt.
I have 140 hens and six cows. The
work of caring for the cows Is greater.
In the summer both do well with little
care, says a writer In Baltimore American. At the present time 1 am getting
80 eggs a day; at two cents each I get
$1.60. A cow gives 16 gallons of milk
at Ave cents per quart, making $3.20.
It teems as If the cows paid tbe beet.
I sell some sk.m milk, feed some to
Not Dry Farming.
the hens and some I feed to cows, but
question
A
frequently
asked:
I don't get skim milk from them.
I "What la Dry FarmlngT" and which

Htaal

ram wgmitf

assfcte

s

tlie capil-

their growth.
The third form of soil moisture is
hygroscopic water.' This Is water
that cannot be dried out' or
Irorn the soil by natural evaporation. It is a wholly negligible
quantity."

Ita system e$uaW;

:

-

Study of Dry Farming.
A study of dry farming Includes
or should a study of soils, seeds,
adaptability
of crops to locality,
adaptability of methods to climatic
conditlona, causes of success or failure In like diatrlcta, farm machinery,
crop rotation and many phases of
farm operation by which the
arid lands can be made to yield profit

RJI

that

o.

lary water the plant roots derive their
supply of water and with It they take
up the soil elements necessary to

mm

al

The 'capillary water' is held to tbe
surface of each minute grain of toll
ty tl 'one til idhesion Its tendency
Is to move toward the place where
be
the soil is driest -- whether that
up. down or horizontal',;
This move-Hun- t
along he soil particles la similar to the imminent of oil along
.1
lamp wlil;; and is what Is meant
whn the t. rm capillary attraction, or
capillarity' Is used. If one end of a
small t be be immersed in water. It
will be tjotlced that thi liquid will rise
higher in the tube than In the vesel
in which the water is contained This.
al.-Is due to capillarity
Kxperlmeai
shows t Í .1 r the smaller the tube the
MgaV r the water will rise, but the
larger the tube the faster the move-M- i
nt.
Now. the soil may be iaiagt.ld M tilled With multitudes of these
tiny tubes, thro gh which capillary
water rises to the surfai e. when the
surface becomes dry enough to
it.
This fori o: capillarity it
Ike DM filing upon which the farmer
Met depend to bring the water in
the soil cli se enough to the surface
to be fat bed by the roots of crop
plants. At the same time his greate-- t
care must be to prevent the moisture
from being lost by evaporation, which
proceeds with
traordiiiary ra; idity
in the excessively dry atmosphere of

SOIL

ha.n't

la pain la tbe Md- caaet. ana it norata to
tbe need of a tee-ciremedy to remove and cure tbe
congestión or Inflammation of tbe
kidneys that la Interfering with their
work and canting
that pala
you aay;
maket
-Oh. my back."
Thompson Wat-klnprofeatlnnal
auree. 20 K. 23rd
St.. Pareoaa, Kan.,
tars "For eome
time I waa annoyed with eharptwlngee
aeróte tbe small of my bark and Irof the kidney tec reregular
tino!, since using Doan't Kidney Pilla,
I am free from theee troublee."
Remember the name Doan't. Bold
by all dealers. 50 renta a bos. Foater-Milbur-

d'pth

America.

on roa

rala la tbe back

sere, la

That the phliotophy of scientific toll
culture may le thoroughly underitotMl.
the following paragraphs are from an
article written by Prof .1 D Tlnlr
of the Sew Mexico experiment station.
Water in the toll may take the
form of free water, capillary water'
r hygroscopic water' Tree water la
water under the Influence of gravity.
luting through the pai e In the
vi
oil. r,nd aeeklne a lower and lowr
level ultimately it forms Alms around
in
the
and fills
soil partid
.nntite space between ibem. In thie
indltlon it no longer tend to sink
.let per into Mn ground, it it no
lunger Influenced hy gravity. It has.
in fact, ceased to be 'free water, bo'
has heiiime capillary water
When every toll grain hat been
covered
'th 1 Attn of capillary water .1 ml ill the spaces are filled, the
It will
oil I said to be saturated
hold no more and any excett It free
water,' sinking deeper in'n the soil
It to still greater
and saturating
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Lacked Confidence in the Weather Man
their farms and ranchea by the weathIn the awning senators and representatives
stud) inn the weather bureau maps
If the reports of the weather from ths
see t Inn la whlrh they live show that
rain is impending In harvest time, a
large forre Is ordered to work, by
wire, aad the manager told to hustle.
If hay Is to be cut snd the weather
bureau reports say "storm." ths hay
la not rut. but by wire the manager of
the farm or ranch la ordered to hold
the hands" for an emergency call In
caae the weather indications are
brighter
Particularly la the weather
map studied In the winter by western
ranch owners.
In
United States representative
congress have many of them much of
their wealth In cattle, hogs, sheep or
horses. A blixzard meana untold loaa
to them. If the weather Indications of
that apeclal locality are for bad weather, the herds are rounded up. where
they may be cared for Indefinitely In
case the storm breaks.
Indeed, althcigh not perfect by any
means, the weather bureau prognostications have saved the people of the
country millions of dollars a year, and
would save them yet other millions If
the people would but heed the warning.
It is a common thing to say:
"What does the morning paper say?
Rain? Well, I will put my umbrella
away. No rain
Just the
same, five out of seven times the
rain comes.

er bureau reports. Early

be-gl- e

yet
truat in the weather
bureau that should exist, and if this
were not true the loas In the recent
Went India hurricane, whlrh rame on
s di diile time, would have been much
law Porta in the atorm dlitrtet were
warned of the approaching disturb-anee- ,
and vesaela la the extreme
outh Atlantic and Gulf of Mexico
porta received advicea to remain In
harbor.
The atorm apparently had ita Inception near the middle ialanda of the
lesser Antillea. and moved thence
westward over the Caribbean aea. In
accordance with the weather bureau
warning much of the shipping waa
placed in safe harbor and not Injured
at all. The loaa of life would have
been much leaa in all probability had
not the people who were warned disdained to heed the warning.
There are really a lot of right sensible people who believe that the
weather bureau Is something to laugh
at and have fun over. And there are
a lot of other people, notably United
States senators, who while in Washington direct all the operations on

WASHINGTON
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Liquor Men to Reform Their Business
No liquor is to be sold to a female
over the bars, nor In private upstairs

rooms or hallways; objectionable chas
or language around saloons will
be placed under the ban. Men known
to be habitual drinkers of those in
any way under the influence of liquor
will be refused.
Well, now, you know, all this might
have been written by the W. C. T. U.,
and certainly It is a vindication of the
hard work they have been doing for
the betterment of large cities.
To stop the rushing of the growler" and the serving of liquor to women will go a long way toward that reform which all good,
people have long desired.
There is to be an absolute closing
of all saloons from Saturday night
until opening time the next Monday
morning. Members of the association
in running
will aid the authorities
down speakeasies" and the bogus
clubs.
The members of the association
have held several conferences with
Maj. Sylvester, superintendent of police, and for the first time in the history of the capital the authorities and
liquor dealers are working hand In
hand to suppress the evil saloons. As
a rule the capital's saloons are. well
regulated, but In the lower class districts there have been complaints and
It Is these that the association wishes
The association la
to wipe out.
backed by ample funds to carry out
the reform at which it aims and Maj.
Sylvester is glad to get its aid.

acters

The liquor deal
are engaged in
a reform as la a reform, say what you
will or may. They propose to have
liquor vended In the national capital
way, and it
In a perfectly ladylike
please you the Retail Liquor Dealers'
association la at the bead of the reform.
Among the important features suggested as the future policy of the Re-

do move.
THE world
of Washington

form Liquor Dealers' association are
the strict observance of the regulations now in force by the excise board,
the partial elimination of the "growler," nothing to be sold in this form to
wagon drivers or other passers-by- ;
the doing away with the free lunch,
except a screened bowl of cheese and
crackers, the free lunch being an unwarranted competition to regularly-licenserestaurants and cafes and at
the same time calculated to be insanitary and a means of transmitting disease; the discontinuance of "cut
prices" and brazen competition; the
doing away with large signs, and the
removal of all kegs piled up in front
of saloons as an advertisement of the
volume of business being done.
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Senators May Keep Themselves Clean
floored and wainscoted with

thi

pur-

est of white stone. Into sections of
this room have been fitted the baths,

congress convenes in
the first Monday in December begrimed and perspiring senators emerging from the toil and dust
of the senate chamber will no longer
be forced to hurry home to "wash up"
for dinner. Instead they will hide
their desheveled appearance in dark
corridors and slip stealthily through
the dusky subway to the $4.000,000
office building. Here batha, which rival those of millionaires' homes, are
ready for the members of the upper
branch.
In order to encourage the senators
in the cleanliness which tends to purity, the baths were made to exceed
In elegance anything found In a senatorial home.
A large room was set apart on the
first floor of the building, marble

WHEN

g

shower baths, Turkish baths, needle
baths and other facilities for cleanliness which invite and even entice.
Marble rooms, bound round with
gilded steam pipes, beckon while the
senatorial waistcoat and modest necktie are hung up on solid metal hooka
fastened in marble walls.
In the rubbing rooms are two great
marble slabs, supported upon handsomely carved bases. These are wide
enough to accommodate the ample
form of Senator Heyburn of Idaho,
long enough for the tall Shively of Indiana, and bounded around by a forbidding ridge, which will keep from
accidental fall the small and rotund
form of Chamberlain of Oregon.
It Is not to be charged because the
elaborate bathing facilities are provided in the senate office building
that senators have not bathed before.
Two plain tubs off the room where
senators are shaven and trimmed at
the expense of the government were
available to senators or guests whom
they desired to entertain, but they
were seldom used.

Football Star Can Kick Money Bags Now
Clung
Haven

bas been

obliged to make New

hia temporary residence, but
bis home la In KnozvHle, Tenn. Besides doing Important work In connection with the finances of Yale, Mr.
McClung has had other valuable ex
periencea in financial matters, having
been connected with the Southern
railway for a time and also othe enterprises In his native state.
Mr. McClung waa probably one of
McCLUNO, who played half
LEB
on the invincible Yale foot- the greatest half backs in college football team of '1891, has been selected ball, playing on the Yale team at the
by President Taft to succeed Charlea same time as the famous Heffelflnger.
H. Treat as treasurer of the United It waa largely due to the work of Ms
States. Mr. McClung, who Is treas- Clung and Heffelflnger that Yale went
urer of Tale university, took up his through the entire seaaon of 1891
without being once acorad against by
work in Washington November 1.
Through bis work at Tale Mr. Mc a rival team.

Owe of the moat interesting land
openings of recent years will orrur
November tst, l09. la the Spur Vara
tands la Dirkens, Kent, Crosby aad
Oarxa Counties, Texas the body la
eluding la total 71 square allies, and
will be sold la quarter sections or
more; the site of tract giving it as
Importance ranking with many Government land openings, and the extent guarantees early purchasers such
wlda range for selection that they can
secure exactly the farm desired, as
to lay of land and character of soli,
whlrh Is generally deep rlrh ssndy
or chocolate loam with clay subsoil.
This body la all under one ownership aad will be sold directly from the
owners to the aomeseeker so that
the purchaser gets full value In every
acre he purchases. The plan of sale
of aew farm lands usually Involves a
selling commission expense of 3.00 to
tfi oo per sere, which Is loaded on the
price the farmer baa to pay. Ia this
Instance the buyer la saved this expense and geta the benefit of this
prarticat reduction la cost
This aew farming empire la an Important addition to the agricultural
land of Texas; and Is wonderfully rich
The farming lands will
and fertile.
be sold at prices from $12 00 to 117.50
per arre, with some addition when
near the two towns Spar, the terminal town In Dickens County, and
fourteen miles from Spur, la
Kent County
down and balance la six annual payments, with
privilege to buyer of taking up any or
all bis notes at any time. Title la
perfect.
The best farm developing road la
America (The Burlington System) is
Just completing Its line from Stamford to Spur, and will inaugurate passenger service by November 1st, 1909.
Sale of town lots will begin at private
sale on that day In both Spur and
and on that date a new Texaa
city will be born at the terminus.
It is surrounded by fertile valleys
and rich uplanda for miles and miles
In all directions. The development of
this great country will be sure rind
rapid, now that the one great need,
railroad to market, has been supplied.
At Spur a deep well outfit if drilling
for artesian water.
A fortunate few secured holdings ia
this tract on school lands twenty years
ago, and have prospered remarkably
in farming on the then remote frontier now brought into cloae touch
with the market. Their farms are
yearly yielding evidence of the fertility of the aoil. There Is no smoother body of land anywhere, and this
guarantees concentrated
settlement
Wonderfully adapted to cotton (no
boll weevil ever known), corn, alfalfa,
grain, fruits, vegetables, and all farm
products. It ia a great hog country
no case of cholera has ever been found
here. Quick run to Fort Worth mard.
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Recognizing the great possibilities
and wonderful fu.'ure of Spur Farm
Lands, the State has decided to place
an experimental farm station at Spur.
This will be a great benefit to the
settlers in that region showing them
by actual demonstration on the lands
what crjps can be most profitably
raised; best methods of cultivation,
and assisting in all the problema of
the farm. This decision was reached
after a visit to the lands by Judge Ed.
R. Kone, Commissioner of Agriculture,
and Dr. H. H. Harrington, Director of
Experiment Stations, who recognized
their unusual farming value.
The owners of these lands have long
dealt In Texas lands, and have earned
a reputation which assures a square
All Texas
deal to every purchaser.
knows this. It also guarantees a fine
development of the lands and the
towns with them. They will sell the
farmer who ia ready to develop, one-haof their holdings knowing that
the lands will greatly Increase In value
with development.
The farmer now
buying will correspondingly and quickly profit on increase of his ow lands,
and the owners stand shoulder to
shoulder with the homeseeker.
Anyone desiring further information, with free illustrated booklet can
secure same by addressing Chas. A.
Jones, manager for S. M. Swenson
Bona, Spur, Dickens County, Texas.
To Breaking One Neck, $2.
man was a facetious
The "Hne-up- "
soul. The woman for whom he was
was
putting up a pulley clothes-lin-e
exacting. She ordered it put in a certain place, which it waa almost impossible for him to reacb. He hesitated.
"If I have to put it there, lady,'' he
said, "I'll break my neck." Still she
did not relent. "Ail right, lady," he
consented, with a cheerful grin, "but
it'll cost yer $2 extry If I break my
neck."
lf

How She Knew.
The cartoonist's wife waa talking to
a friend.
"I Just know Fred didn't want to
work at the office last night" she
said.
"Why, how do you know?" was
asked.
"Because In his sleep he said: 'Well,
I'll stay, but I don't wpnt to draw.' "
Lippincott's Magazine.

Rough on Rats,unbeatableextermlnator
Rough on Hen Lice, Nest Powder, 25c.
Rough on Bedbugs, Powder or Liq'd,25c.
Rough on Fleas, Powder or Liquid, 24c.
Rough on Roaches, Pow'd,15c.,Liq'tl.25c.
Rough on Moth and Ants, Powder, 25c.
Rough on Skeeters. agreeable to use, 25c.
E. 8. Wells. Chemist, Jersey City, N. J.
Melodrama.
"But you can't have a big scene
with only one person In it"
"Bare I can," said the atar. "After
a struggle with myself I tarow myself
over the bridge." Louisville
A
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the best reasons for eating more

Quaker Oats

BSE

In an article published in the
Youth's Companion of September 23rd, 1909, Dr. Browne, the
great medical authority on
foods, says, about brain and
muscle building
"There is one kind of food
that seems to :ne of marked
value as a food to the brain and
to the whole body throughout

"Your father ordered some wood
from me this morning, mis. Do you
know whether he wants hard or soft?"
"Oh
r not too hard."
LEWIS'

Janes Crichton Browne. LL D.- -F.

BINDER."

A hand made cigar fresh from the
table, wrapped in foil, thus keeping
fresh until smoked. A fresh clear
made of good tobacco ta the Ideal
smoke. The old, well cared tobaccos
ased are so rich la quality that many
who formerly smoked 10c cigars now
smoke Lewis' Single Binder Straight
Sc.
Lewis' Single Binder coats the
desler some more than other 5c cigars,
but the higher price enables this factory to use extra quality tobacco.
There are many imitations; don't be
fooled.
There Is no substitute? Tell
the dealer you want a Lewis "Single
Binder."

duces

childhood and adolescence

(youth), and that is oatmeal.
"Oats are the most nutritious
ef all the cereals, being richer
in fats, organic phosphorus and

lecithins."
He says oatmeal is gaining
of
ground with the
Great Britain. He speaks of it
as the mainstay of the Scottish
laborer's diet and says it pro
well-to-d- o

New Geyser in Yellowstone Park.
For a few days paat there have been
Indications of an eruption o' some
kind near the Fountain hotel In Yellowstone park, aaya a dispatch from
Mammoth Hot Springs, Wyo. Now a
new and magnificent geyser has broken out In full force about 100 feet
north of the regular Fountain geyser
near Fountain hotel. This new geyser,
whlcb does not appear to affect any of
the others ir. that vicinity, played to a
height of 150 to 200 feet, throwing off
Immerse quantities of hot water, mud
and oCeam. The new geyser does not
play regularly as does Old Faithful,
but at short intervals, the eruptions
occurring five or six hours apart, and
lasting about one hour.

big-bone-

mentally energetic race.
His experiments prove that
good oatmeal such as Quaker
Uats not only furnishes
the best food for the human being, but eating it strengthens
and enlarges the thyroid t;land
this gland is intimately connected with the nourishing processes of the body.
In conclusion he says
"It seems probable therefore
that the bulk and brawmness of
the Northerners (meaning the
Scotch) has been in some measure
due to the stimulation of the
thyroid gland by oatmeal porridge in childhood."
The Scotch eat Quaker Oats
because it is the best of ail
oatmeals.

In Bad Fix
"I had a mishap at the age of 41, which left me in bad
writes Mrs. Georgia Usher, of Conyers, Ga.
"I was unconscious for three days, and after that 1
would have fainting spells, dizziness, nervousness, sick
headache, heart palpitation and many strange feelings.
"I suffered greatly with ailments due to the change of
life and had 3 doctors, but they did no good, so I concluded
to try CarduL
"Since taking Cardui, 1 am so much better and can do
all my housework,"

fix,

Laundry work at home would be
much more satisfactory If the right
Starch were used. In order to get the
desired stiffness, it is usually necessary to use so much starch that the
beauty and fineness of the fabric is
bidden behind a paste of varying
thickness, which not only destroys the
appearance, but also affects the wearing quality of the goods. This trouble can be entirely overcome by using
Defiance Starch, as it can be applied
much more thinly because of ita greater strength than other makes.

CARD U I
CC41

The Woman's Tonic
Do not allow yourself to get into a bad fix. You might
get in so bad you would find it hard to get out
Better take Cardui while there is time, while you are
still in moderately good health, just to conserve your strength
and keep you in tip top condition.
In this way your troubles, whatever they are, will gradually grow smaller instead of larger you will be on the
instead of the down and by and bye you will
arrive at the north pole of perfect health.
Get a bottle at your druggists' today.

Expensive Silence.
Little
Alice was lying
on the floor whining and crying steadily one afternoon, until, her father's
patience exhausted, he called out to
her: "Oh, stop, Alice, and I'll give
you a penny."
Alice stopped only long enough to
answer: "I can't stop for less than a
nickel! Booh oo Boohoo!"
four-year-ol- d

up-gra-

!

de

Didn't Stay There.
I tell you I would
whip you if I caught you in the water
again?'
His Proper Field.
Son Yes, sir, and that's the reason
A colored man was brought before a
I hurried out when I saw you coming.
police judge charged with stealing
Positively cored by
chickens. He pleaded guilty and reto
waiting
always
angels
are
The
these Little Pills.
judge
asked
sentence,
when
the
ICARTER'Sl
ceived
open the windows of heaven over the
They also relieve Dis
head of the man who will bring the how it was he managed to lift those
tress from Dyspepsia, la
chickens right under the window of
last tithe into the storehouse.
digestion and Too Hearty
the owner's house when there was a
Eating. A perfect remedy for Dizziness, Nan-seIn caae of pain on the lungs Hamlina dog loose in the yard. "Hit wouldn't
Wizard Oil acts like a mustard plaster, be no use, judge," said the man, "to
Drowsiness, Bad
Taste In the Month Coat
except that it is more effective and ia so try to 'splain this thing to yo' all. Ef
and.
ed
Tongue,
use.
cleaner to
much nicer
Pain In the
you was to try it you like as not
Side, TOKFID LIVER.
The secret of success in life is for a would get yer hide full of shot an' Thej regulate the Bowels. Purely Vegetable.
man to be ready for his opportunity get no chickens, nuther. Ef yo' want SMALL PILL. SHALL DOSE. SMALL PRICE.
to engage in any rascality, judge, yo'
when it comes. Disraeli.
Genuine Must Bear
better stick to de bench, whar yo' am
CARTERS
Clear white clothes are a sign that ths familiar." Ladies' Home Journal.
Signature

Father Didn't

SICK HEADACHE

a.

housekeeper uses Red Cross Ball Blue.
Large 2 oz. package, 6 cents.

Live up to the Bible you know, and
your Bible will grow.

Fac-Simi- le

iTTLE

What can harm us if we are true
to ourselves and to what we think is
right? Black.

lac

REFUSE SUBSTITUTES.

Up-S- et

Aids Nature

Sick Feeling

The great vocee of Dr. Pierce's Goldta Medical Discovery in curing wreak stomach, wasted bodies, weak
lungs, aad obstinate and linger,' rig coughs, ia baaed on
the recognition of the runda meAtal troth that "Golden
Medical Discovery" supplies .ature with
muscle-- r
king materials, in co
(leased and concentrated form With this help Neta
supplies the necessary strengtt to the stomach to digest
food, build up the body and thereby throw off lingering
the
obstinate coughs. The "Discovery"
digestive and nutritivo organ in sound health, purifies
and enriches the blood, and vunshes the
short s)etahlhes sound vigorous health.
If yoan dea Irr ifterm mo metmm i
if is probably better FOB Him It perm better.
Bmt rom mrm tblmktaj at the cure mat the profit, am
tttre-- a mmtmimi "fmmt mm Jooaf " tor yon. Say so.
Dr. Pierce's Common
Medical Adviser, In Plain English; or, Medicine Simplified, 1006 pagrs, over 700 illustrations, newly revised
Edition,
scot for 21 one cent stamps, to cover cost of mailing
31 stamps.
sWr.
Address Dr. R. V. Pierce, Buffalo, N. Y.

that follows taking a dose of castor
oil, salts or calomel, is about the
worst you can em'.ure Ugh it
gives one the creeps. Yon don't
have to have it CASCARETS
move the bowels tone np the
liver without these bad feelings.

g,

tissue-repairin- g,

'

--

Try them.
CASCARETS

au
10c

a bos for

' treatment, all druggists.
in me wotw. Million rx
NEW

week's
Biggest seller

DISCOVERY;

gtras

antes nsucn ana con's worm oases.
Bíx. of testimonial, and 10 dare treatsssnt rBBsV
bit. H. 11. (iUKEM SONS. Box K. Atlanta. Ua,
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DEFIANCE STANCH

paper-boun-

Cloth-boun-

EgBg

W. N. U., Oklahoma City, No.

43-19- 09.

PUTNAM FADELESS DYES
star caters than an other

. wmsMiieai

The wickedness of other men we
have always la our eye, but we cast
our own over our shoulder. Seneca.
Mrs. Window's Ho .t tains- Byrap.
Tot children aeatasas. softs. . tfes sums, radaces St
wtadeoUu. ate a bottle.
.aitna.sHsj.pata.
-

talks, but U often falls to
tell the truth.
Money

Because of trioo ugly,

grimygray hairs. Uw '

i an

d

saav. Tsar

y la ceM atrnm
i

ssWat taaa am ether Ésa

reseñadas

BILLIARD TABLES
POOL TABLES

t

L.OWIST PRICBB.
A8Y PAYMENTS.
You cannot afford to experiment with

an tried foods sold by commission
agents. Catalogues tree.
Ths Brunswick - Balke - Coflandar Company

an iwDsiasiasa..ssa.KAiaa.aoiTv.airA.

LA OREOLE " HAIR RESTORER,

Aiim I
I

lt WriBSAlTnTirr.4"firontrt mWr.
UlBBials
laisM, r lienta in
1

Irr rsrrorulons Uloers.ya

Anient t'loara.Manmrsal Lie

pt.AJ3t.Paal Jálna

DEFIANCE STARCH

PRICE, SI.OO, retail.
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We do not writ fur vulgar
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how.
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Nor for th dollar bill,
But w belpive in Alamo,
Pmbytertan Chart.
Primary and Suitable Casas
And we are sure you will,
Monday wbnol 0a. m.
Ini4luii4.il!
If you will only ope' your eye,
Preaching at 11 a. at. and 7 JO
F,r,.etaM
We had gruel aereices last
And take a gentle peep.
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Sunday. You are invited to
Were eure you'll see her'
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your
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futures lie.

In fortune

broad and deep.
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bring

friends.

Note Heads
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Fact

We are able to please
the Most Exacting

v

V--

Etc.

thing J

or

i

rh'

Etc.

Every

a

k---

Etc.
In

Baptist Church.
Monterey School Horn,
Hegular
aervtcee II a. ra. and
One step won't take you veryi The achool mieroecope. for
p. m. Sunday at the Fi rat
7:li
a, a
a
Wk
ve gor To seep t.n walk- - wntvn wa pain ez.zo arrived
,:,
(.huroring; one word won't tell folks Monday morning. We expect to
The pa-tt ill preach at both
what you art
you've nut to keen et great benefit from it.
service.
Sditday SrttetM SafJ a.
ni tai Slag ; one inch won t make
We have mailed an order for
Prayer service every Wedne-daou very tall you've got to keep
7 :l p. m.
Encyclopedia
the
Amencau
t.n growing; otic little
"ad" Diet loi.ary." iluth Imund and The public i corilially invited
won't da it all you've ji"t to
attend all the service
only iltt.m. We are expecting t
keep 'ess going.
Stranger are specially invited.
daily an order, of btasfel aniount
tig ti- t'.'T.lú.
W000 WANTED AT ONCE.
W. E. Church, South.
The RWI
in ixiitiou to re- mrth and tifth gra.le pupiU
Preaching every Snndy M"rn-Naceive Ha) saafe wod na Mb-- are prspait iag awsgi
reeita
ami Evening at the usual
criptinei.
If Takeee having aaf t.. ihaas fitj flaaksgifsg
hour.
turn in tliiH way would kindly
Smolav school 9:4." a m.
Ht ii know ni advanee, we will
Sewinf and Junior Leagaes,
Snnday Aftennoon at it:i ami
then depend upon them un save
t: i
"B008TLET8,"
r iomi ni which to pi ice i t .
Prayer Servias every Wedaes
Bay evelkilij:.
Yon are inv ited t attend any
1 HE
SOU HWcST
LONGING
FO.I
Hide your little hammer
or all of these services.
speak wall of others and our tow ti.
UB. H. On n. Pastor.
'f Kan-- ; ( 'ity and
KMBALMEK
how small vm. may ShiP me
notn-itteAM. I'NKHiL
considerably SO),
I'lKKt mi;
really know yourself to be When
Church-SnndaAMI DCALe
Christnn
KTMlKAL
a stranger dros in, jolly bim. Ual seros the broad prairies,
school lo a.
suecLies
H
o Grande mouth.
d si the
Tell him this is the greatest town
Preaching II a. in. and 7 :;'
p. m.
thiaet without
on earth -- and it is. Don't dis- - Where the
Kverybody welcome e v er y
ceasing eed the air is pure
eXMtmge him by speaking ill of
time.
bright,
anyone or anything. There ia no
snd
Stacy S. Phillips, Pastor.
end of fun it minding one's own To )ie r.Jlu.h hoe)e est the mesa
business It make others like you
and the COW boys' song at
Vv
Nobody gets stuck on a Knocker
night.
aaeaenraw th: conoitiok
Fuller.
I have come hack to the city for
THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK
lure.
I've heard the fold
A Boostlet from a Booster.
At Alassos?nfdOaj ii th- Vsrrltnev "f New Mori
lea at th class oi basloees X rVassbet is.
Don't muzzle your dog if he'e ut I'm ured of the racket and
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PARS0ALE

FKSot'k. ES.
th" lUtlc that is sure;
Font Biutt'n tlliml t'ornrr Sck
L. ait- - and Dirovt
lOtMtTT
Wrlit. rocLalf
inryCjiB,
aacarad and
ured
2t22
Don't whip your horse when he's I'm longing for West Tia where
Novcllj Lapal uii.l Collar
aowda to arcare rlrmtatlo
rir drift,
n D. a II..M.K
lfcli.1
I'r
the world is big and clean,!
pulling a load,
- '3.w"i
desire to inform all our it T- "'K'nir limine,
""
w
nature,
aa.
and
on
inrnnure
heavy
a
too
tail
put
Don't
And the distant frowning Bea'liHr
Í75HO
V V friends that we have HOW
estate owned
n..
reaer.e
H.inks
Ir.m
natloeei
lu.'
beyour kite,
tains with the valleys in
12,72
on display our new and exclusive Docnirenta)
privet beaba a i.i
fma
Don't place obstructions upon
tween.
trust imp.inii... and lit.
Ks
iiil's
the road.
Dm
Styles for Fall and Winter
tPP rrTM !
aavmta
lit 11
1
can
see
tli" blooming valleys
Che ka Aa4 otbef caed Item
417 4
...
The kicker who sits on a dry goods
Note n' otbajr national bank
4i2 0u
where irrigation reigns,
Pracl "al )..ir mrreVr. nickel
box.
173 30
c'nl .,
wear. This line consists of many
And hammers from dawn till the I can seethe fruit trees swaying
r..i':. M m4J ieerTein taall. Till
new and desirable fabrics ; colorijouoo 10.10 II
in the east winds of the
the sun goes down.
Lrril
data
turn! wiih U. 9 Treaaings and patterns most impres- Kedeiiipin.il
per cent ol circulation)
orer
trtKin
Should take his knocks and his
Plains ;
sive,
17.523 36
Total
useless self,
There are tieltls of green alfalfa
LIABILITIES.
To adorn the landscape of some
and the c tton snowy white, We can take your order for Imme- Capital stock paid In
25 000
Surplus fund ..
..... 10.000 0
Jay town.
profits,
And Katlir corn ami milo maize
I'ndinilrd
les expedite and
diate or Future Delivery
lasearmM
3.M1 i
Put sand on the rails when the
on all sides, left and right.
lb.OOOOO
natinial liank notes outstanding
Individual
deposits
subject
75
114,441
to
check
Be sure to see our line before TinK certificate of deposit
grade is steep,
17,850 22
Open wide the throttle where Oh, the good old Rio Pecos, much purchasing your tailoring wants
Total
17.523 3
elsewhere
Territi.ry ol N'w Mexico. County of Otero aa:
maligned and very queer,
the current is swift,
I. R. B. Armstrong. Cashier of the above
Only the live fish ascend the With all your faults I love you,
bank, do s ilemnlv swear that the above
The values are unapproachable named
is true to the
statement
of my knowledre
stream,
U B. ARMSTRONG.
belief
and w ish that I was near,
and
Caahier.
perfect
fit
and
is
satisfaction
and
sworn
Subscribed
and
to
before me this 20th
The dead ones helplessly down- That 1 might hear your rumpus assured.
day of November. IW, PROSPER SHERRY.
Itotarr Pablic.
ward drift.
as you leap and roar and
H J. Anderson.
Correct Attest:
ron
B3
Sherry,
Don't muzzle your dog if he's
HOLMES CLEANING WORKS
Henry S. Eraaa,
tear.
Director.
got to right.
A. E. ELLIS. Prop.
Mad because they've got you harDon't clip the spurs of your
nessed ami you've got to Cor. Pennsylvania Ave. & 9th St.
rooster,
THE REV. IRL R. HICK'S ALMANAC
stay right there.
Don't be a knocker from morn
FOR
1910.
till night,
A ticket, please, for Texas, with
Heady
In regard to our schools, parents
November 15th, 1909, a
Stand pat for your town be a
its valleys and its hills;
duties to perform, which splendid
on astronohve
booster.
Mid the cactus and the mesquite ttey can ill afford to negldct. my and nieterology, the only one
I'd foruet all other ills;
TI y should show to their chdd-r- e containing the original "Hick's
A Contribution from Michigan-Truthat they have an interest in Weather Forcasts."
For I've drank the Pecos water
By mail,
friendship can never be
tht school, They should examine postpaid, 'iftc, on newstands. 80c.
and I'm alkalied for fair;
broken,
I'm a long-- rn. pure and sim- ear fully the reports sent by the One copy free with a year's subWe know where its been tested
scription to Woai) and Woui,
ple, anil I belong right there. tea her, should aoe that
and tried,
children are in school every dfiy. the Kev. Irl R. Hicks Monthly
James S. Garter,
And sometimes we find ourselves
43 Mount Vernon St., Boston, and punctual ; should assist and Magazine, the best $1. monthly
longing.
encourage their cbidren to doiall in America. Discounts on Al
Mass. in Dallas News.
To be located down by their side.
their school duties faithfully and manacs in quantities.
Agents
Alamogordo'a a small garden of
well ; should
with the wanted
Remember, the gen
WANTED, A COOK.
Eden,
lin ks Forcasts" are not
One of the tribe of bachelors teacher in securing the prottpt nine
ywhere else yon
Where beautiful flowers grow, hereabouts called on another of return of their children htiue published
And the scenery we cannot des- his kind a short time ago and after sciool is dismisd hoild t them in sown publications.
cribe it,
was very much pleased with the make t friendiy visit to jLijWOIlD AND WORKS PUB
Three sides are of mountains, you tatter's cooking, especially with school a d talk freely with $he LISHING CO., 2201 Locust St.,
know.
48t2
his mulligan, which was a sim- teacher t.nd principal in regard St. Louis, Mo.
White mountain away in the dis- ple dish of rice and raisins. The to same.
tance.
guest determined to try some of
It is the little foxes that desNOTICE TO THE FARMERS OF OTEÉ
Arrayed in its garment of snow, the mixture on his own board, so
troy the vines in home life. We
COUNTY,
With the azure tints all around without asking any questions be
have known men who would lay
it.
bought a can of green gooseberIf yon wi nt to keep up she down their lives for their wives
Stirs the heart of the artist all ries, which he thought he had good work ttarted, our exhibit and children, who would almost
through.
recognized as one of the ingredi- in the Oham er of Commerce at have fits of apoplexy over a bat-to- n
off a shirt or a misioid paper.
And the sunshine no other ents, and adding his rice, drew El Paso needi replenishing every
up to the feast.
spot like it,
It took one once and a wl i le and anything There are women who would die
small bite to satisfy him, in fact, you may have that is extra good et the stake for their husbands,
A ray for each ail of mankind,
that is the just send to the Business Men's hut who have an unconscious
And for those who've not been he was
reason, the boys said, why he Olub at Alamofiordo end it will habit of nagging the poor man
there and tried it,
I would say it is perfectly su- made np hie mind to get a cook be sent to El Faso without ex- from morning till night. Strange
pense to yon.
before he killed himself. Ex .
blimeA. If. T.
isn't it?

got to right,
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EFFICIENT IRON ON THE MARKET.
I Coolest at the handle, yet hottest upon the face, with
a

a

the greatest amount of heat directly m the ooint.
The patented stand attached to the heel of
the iron is most
convenient as it is always at hand and cannot be lost or hid
den in the folds of the work.
This
necessity may be used by connecting to
any electric light socket. Let us deliver an iron to you on
The iron will cost you nothing during the
labor-savin-

g
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Thirty Days Free Trial.
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Percheron Stallion, black with star. Foaled May 14,
1906; bred and owned by A.
J. Dodeon, Normal,
111.
This splendid horse is now the prop-

erty of the
sLAMOeORDO

PERCHERON

BREE0W6

USSOCUTIM

end will make the season at the
barns of the
Alamogordo Improvement Company.
Terms:
20 to insure ; f 10 cash and $10
in 6

months.
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er binding, for Holiday gifts. house un. other needed lixture
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The poets, humorists and artists on his farm, loanXad three miles
Mrs. Maude Brooks who ha
were all represented, as well as west of Alamo, we can assure
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the popular authors of the da- -, the Journal that Round I'rairie
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and the writers and illustrators has lost one of its citizens for
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of Aneho, N. ML, made his par- William H. Uleason passed
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at the Hotel Dieu, in El
terature.
tior. to a business trip to tki
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last Thursday morning at
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other
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oust card albums Xmas ornaDeceased was thirty-nin- e
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See Them.
Friday, and both look as though Ask
ments and tree decorations.
old and leaves a wife to mourn
the climate there had been of
In the jewelry line the stock his loss. Burial took place in
much benefit to them.
has been added to until the stock Chicago in Rose Hill Cemetery,
S toes for Men
carried would well satisfy a town the funeral being under the ausMr. and Mrs. Lewis and Mr.
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much larger then Alamo.
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Mrs.
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Tex., came Monday for the
STAR B3AND
Mr. Evaus expects to have was a member. The news of his
At present they are
winter.
everything
in shape for formal death was a shock to large numbDOUGLAS
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opening Tuesday, November 80th er of friends all over the terrihome.
and the News congratulates the tory, and which they will not
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Shoes
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select their purchases from such
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Orders for Xmas Delivery
should be placed at once
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HBN8Y S. EVANS

Reputation For Reliability.
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Warren Bros., Druggists.

to

The Cash Feed Store

No-coo- n,

Grain, Mill Feed, Flour, Meal,
Garden agd Field Seed

Shoes

Messrs. Lynch and Garritt from
Oavalier Gañón, brought in some
nice specimens of copper ore from
their mine, the fore part of the
week, that show up the metal iu

great shape.

Girls

Boys and

Stepp & Murrellzí2üí

Boom

A Sunday school has been orga
nized here; we are all glad, and
almost all of ns attend.

BY

G. J. WGLFINGER

week, and all of them then went
over tc the mountains.
Mr. and Mrs. 8. L. Pattison
from near Weed came through
her and stopped a few days last
week. Mrs. Pattison was gathering cactus. She took pictures of
the scenery around. Mr. Pattison brought a load of vegetables.
Miss Blanche Olden was with
them. All were going via Mesilla Park and Donglass to the
Laa Annias Valley.
We have par multiplication
square on the board now.
The Sunbonnet babies have
come.
Enrique Jurado i sick and out
school. We hope he will soon be
in again.
A Mexican peddler with mechanical toys passed through here
Monday evening.

Mrs. H. 8. Evans and her
Tli Stori tor Hntti Vitas.
mother, Mrs. Folsom- accompaniKiefer,
Mary
belle
ed by Mis
have returned from Fay wood, 16oz to the pouud nt Hughes
where the two former ladies Grocery.
-

visited for about three weeks.
The merchant have juat been
rushing this week taking care of
the crowd tha opening of court
seemed to bring. Many large
business transactions are report-a-d
to have taken place, the majority of the sales being to out of
town buyer.
Mrs. Glay Wall, of El Paso,
ha been here on a visit to her
parent, H. E. Brubaker and
wife, since Monday. Her husband, who i assistant superintendent of the E. P. & S. W . to
Dal Rio, is expected to join her
hare Saturday.
Mia D. Jackson, of Kaufman
Go., Texan, arrived Inst week to
take charge of the cooking department at the Sanatorium.
Bhe already feels that there is
no plana quite like Alamogordo
nnd is very well pleased with
ihia locality.

Collage Notes.

Every one is anticipating n big
Thanksgiving at Mt. Park. Wa
are promised a big fat gobbler
whether we win or not an of
course every one is going. Quite
a crowd of rooters are expected
to take advantage of the rates
and help us eut.
Monday Rev. Doran, of tha
Presbyterian church, presented
the college Library with a group
of handsome and valuable beaks.
Among the group were Latin,
French nnd German dictionariea.
These books, ten in number, are
quite a desirable addition to the
library and one that is very
much appreciated.
Tuesday morning, in n mass
meeting of th students and
faculty, black and crimson were
chosen as the college colors.
Dundee.

2.

city?"

"It

has bean."
"Do you think Philadelphia
the place of sleep they say it is?"
"Not for me ; everybody else
Three more surveyors came this snored so loud I couldn't."

BUSTER BROWN
BLUE RIBBON
FOR SALE

j

3

iisVl
iMhvrfilti

No Alum
st uta

If knockers would convert the
dynamic energy behind their
hammers into useful channels, a
source of power would be available beside which Niagara Fall
would be an infant.
"Ideal Power."

"Is Washington a good place
to live in?"
"Capital."

"How did you find Chicago?"
"Didn't have to; it was there
when I arrived."
"How were the mountains
back of Denver?"

"Rocky."

"How did they treat you in
New Orleans?',

"All the time."
"Well I'm glad to see you're
back."
"How does it look?"
"How does what look?"
"My back ; I've never seen

It

it."

then that the assault
took place, but the court in hearing the evidence decided that it
was

was justifiable.

Judge.
For Sale or Exchange Relin
quishment on two quarter sec
tions two miles south otown on
main road, fenced and about 26
acres in cultivation. Also one
tvo story 7 room house on New
York avenue.
Also one fine
home place on Florida avenue,
third door south of 8th street,
fronting the east, lot 100x160
feet, about 76 bearing fruit tree.
See O. W- Ransom, at once.
40t. f.
What you want whan you want
it at Hughes Grocery.
-
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Nutritious Feed for
Farm Animals.
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Caree) by Cutieura

People
Easily
Grab at
Humbugs
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r

Proper

Manner
to Use
the Phone
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Graaa.

graaa (Hordeum Juba-tum- )
commonly, but
erroneously
"
la a biennial or short- called
8"1()U"
Th, is
livetd per,?n n al'
pest'
aeeda do a
reat d,eal, of 'n3"r;v to !he mu.,h
hay 'nfe8ted
"n'ma1,8 t0
wl,h
It thrivee beet In wet.
swampy ground, hence it la moat prev- alent where such conditions occur In
alfalfa fields. Cultivation of alfalfa
fields in spring will do a great deal
towards keeping down squirrel-grass- ,
as the young seedlings may thus be
destroyed. It is a most insidious weed
and the only effective treatment of
fields badly infested Is to plow them
up and grow an aunual crop. Many
farmers have been forced to do this.
Squirrel-tal- l
has thus been a blessing
in disguise to those who are disinclined to practice rotation and are
loth to plow up alfalfa. Lack of cultivation and excessive use of water
grase.
favor the spread of squirrel-tal- l
long-awne-

'

Can . Sols Prora.. Boatos.

Joka Medicina.
a very practical, serious- minded man of business. The other
day he met a friend, and related to
him an alleged Joke, and at Its con
clusion laughed long and heartily.
The friend looked awkward for a
moment, and then said:
"You'll have to excuse me, old man.
but I don't see the point."
"Why, to tell you the truth, I don't
just see the point myself. Hut I've
made It a rule to laugh at all jokes:
I think it's good for tbe health."
He

hori-The-

"

tab'

According to the Saturday Kvenlng
Post, tbta is a story heard with much
glee by congress during the last days
of the Roosevelt administration:
During the recent cold spell In
Washington, a man, shivering and
ragged, knocked at the door oí a K
street bouse and said to tbe lady:
"Please, madam, give me something
to eat. I am suffering severely (rom
exposure."
"You must be more specific." the
lady replied. "Are you a member of
the senate or of the house?"

-

"fox-tail.-

Aatv.ee.

Many Were in tha Sama Boat.

We have spoken chiefly
of the
farming class, because the occupation
of these lands by practical farmers
means the welfare of the whole community.
There can be no develop
ment of the natural wealth of the
country save by the occupation and
cultivation of the idle lands.
The need is for intelligence: for
methods: .or men who appreciate the value of climate and the
worth of irrigation who know that
it means sure crops, larger crops and
better crops such uniformity of results as entitles it to be called "scientific farming." It is this that Secretary Wilson had in mind when he
said that "the farmer has a new
zon far back of that of his prairie and
bis mountains, which is more promis-aiing than the sky line of the city."
And he gave it as his opinien "that
whoever could make two ears of corn
or two blades of grass to grow upon
a spot of ground where only one
grew before would deserve better ol
mankind and do more essential serv- ice to his country than the whole race
of politicians put together."
Squirrel-tai- l

A Caem.

Is

-

"Well." grimly replied tbe Old Codear "all the advice I can glva you ii
to aele-- t me that will look well in
--

black'

Purk

American Conaul In Siberia.
Omsk. Siberia now baa an American
consulate with Adolph P. Relnecke. in

charge. Heretofore there haa De"n
ao American consular representation
In the extenalve Russian raglon between Moscow and Vladivostok, over
In thin territory
B.noo miles apart.
ara many large citlea, and the country Is ahowlng rapid agricultural de
velopment Last fall 5.000 Russian
Immigrants paesed through Omsk
each 24 hours.
-

Baer War Coat Many Horses.
waa the drain on th(t
Tremendo
world caueed by tta
cf
the
horaefleah
Boer war. In that war England sent
331,329 horaea and 103.500 mulee to
South Africa, four timea aa many animals as tbe Germans took to Franco
In August, 1170. Tamerlane led 9Í.00O
boreal over the Hindo Koosb In Uo
conqaest of Delhi.
Depevw in Form.
Senator Depew. at a tariff dinner tn
Washington, waa in auperb form
His definition of memory set tbe table

In a road.
"Memory."

aald Senator Depew. "la
the feeling that eteals over us when
we listen to our friends' original stories."
Mera Detalla.
Life Insurance Agent I'd like to
write you up a policy If you haven't
all the life Insurance you think you
need
Cholly Kinckerbocker
Youll have.
to see my valet, old chap; he attend
to all such mattera. don'tcherknow.

Didn't Forget Himself.
waif In a deecn- nesses' home offered up this prayer
eays the Delineator: "Oh, God bless
all in this hornet mentioning each by
name) "and all the sailors In the
you glad?"
"Very glad, indeed, lovey. It's so sea, tbat the ships won't run over
nice of you to think of me and to them, and all the poor boys and girls
get up early for the purpose of making that they may get bread and candy,
It unnecessary to walk those dismal and bless Alfred Warren Randall"
three blocks alone. How much do you (himself) a hesitation, then added.
want?"
the one what's got tbe nightgown

Qood to Her Huaband.
"George, dear," said Mrs. Dovekins,
who had come downstairs in time to
pour the coffee, "I'm going to walk to
the car with you this morning. Aren't

Devote each day to the object then
hand, and the evening will find
something
tn

done.-Goeth-

A BANKER'S

NERVE

Broken by Coffee and Restored
Poatum.

.

aaa

A

three-year-ol-

on."

Ambiguous.

Harold What did she say when
you turned out the gas and kissed her?
Rupert Said she felt as if she never
wanted to see my face again. Philadelphia Record.

by

A banker needs perfect control of
the nerves, and a clear, quick, accu
rate brain. A prominent banker of
Chattanooga tells how he keepa himself in condition:
"Up to 17 yeara of age I waa not
allowed to drink coffee, but as soon as
I got out In the world I began to use
It and grew very fond of It For some
years I noticed no bad effects from its
use, but In time It began to affect me
unfavorably. My hands trembled, tbe
muscles of my face twitched, my mental processes seemed slow and In other
ways my system got out of order.
These conditions grew so bad at last
that I had to give up coffee altogether.
"My attention having been drawn to
Postum, I began Its use on leaving off
the coffee, and It gives me pleasure to
testify to Its value. I find it a delicious
Flooding for Alfalfa.
While furrow irrigation la employed beverage; like It just aa well aa I did
coffee, and during tbe yeara that I
In starting alfalfa, flooding is very
largely practiced in old alfalfa fields. have need Postum I have been free
On very ateep land, however, flooding from the distressing symptoms that ac
cannot very well be practiced. Since companied the use of coffee. The nerv
alfalfa ahadea the ground during the ousness baa entirely disappeared, and
greater part of the season there la not I am aa steady ot hand as a boy of
so much evaporation or baking of the 25, though I am more than 92 yeara
surface. Flooding Is therefore not aa old. I owe all thla to Poatum
objectionable for alfalfa aa for other "There's a Reason." Read- - tbe little
crops, especially If tha fields ara book, "Tha Koad to Wellvllle." In
disked at leaat once a year. Unless pkga. Grocers aell.
the alfalfa fields are "marked out" evBrer reae the atom letter t A
tlsae ta lias. Tferr
ery year we muat of course Irrígate
by flooding.

to water.

'
Tra sort o' tklntmr abotrt-h- -hh
"
Totter
facia
aald
marryla again
ly, who waa old enough to know be
tar A haa'aome young wlfa bind a
brightens up a home, and beh'

1908."

INDISPENSABLE

l

allb. and la iMpervloae

1 determined
to try them. I
can truthfully say I waa more than
aurprlaed, for I bought only a dollar
aad a half's worth of the Cutlcura
Remedies (Cutlcura Soap, Ointment
and Pills), and they did more good than
all my doctora' medirlnea I had tried
H1
and In fact entirely cured him
faca la perfectly clear of the leaat
spot or car of anything. Mrs. W. M.
Comerer, Burnt Cabins. Pa.. Sept, 15,

try, ha. behind it the farmer.

Squirrel-Tai-

onnete,
Qiaae
A rr,atlan f.asa maaafaeturer la
aald (o la making and eeltlag honn'.
p r the thousand. Tha glaae cloth of
earn.,
which they are made baa tbe
ehlmmrr aad brllllaacy of color aa

a.

d
.
in citit-sin manufactures and
COSBMerce, in transportation
by land
and aaa, in a thousand forms of indus-

-

fcaade!"

far II JO.

ay Mttla boy waa tern and
montha old he broke out on both
aheeba with eraeue. It wae tha Itchy,
watery kind aad we bad to keep hi a
little haada wrapped up all the tima,
and If be would happen to get them
uncovered he would Haw bla far till
the blood streamed down on hla clothing. We called In a physician at onca,
but ba gave aa ointment which waa ao
eevrra tbat my babe would scream
when It waa nut on. Ws changed
doctora aad medicine until we bad
apent fifty dollara or more and baby
I was so worn out
waa getting worse.
watcnlng and caring for him night and
day that I almoat felt euro the disease
waa Incurable. Hut finally reading of
tbe good resulta of the Cutieura Rem-edle-

Th. (aWaaaf la the interior man. He
Hvei by tke soil
Ha may not plow
or sow: may be a stock man. a dairy
man. a fruit man. no matter, he is the
necefsary man His is the bottom in
dttetry i t society Agriculture is the
foundation of civilization, and all the
vast complex organization of society
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Need la for Intelligence, Up
Methods and Appreciates the
Value of Irrigation.
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WATERY

taratana Until Waatl Mm
Spent an Uaettaa Traatmenta
taaarad incurable.

-

ut

Mated anarchist lesplalnlag tie ha.
Haf to fallow paeee nayera m weatem
Ve fMl all lawa ban-aaaaaaa tra.ni
Vi
lahad from the aíslate toaba.
.ffrv cltiPfB to do aa bl

asta)

atrainht roura

Tasas ef It

A

Cook Mary. air.
Mr. Brow a Dear me. that la mr
We shall aava to call
wlfa a name
you something elaa
Conk Never mind, rail me Lily!

a mh the fleld ahould floodlna be
pr ictlied later The furrow aytem
an
and with hut little expenae
1m
n. ad" automatic and Iben requlrea
It la even uaed for
llt'le al'entlon
old alfalfa fields, but where aufh la
the prartlre It la neeeaaary to clean
on' 'lie furrows once a year. That la
dt.tc ith the marker used for making
fiirr..w. in tbe flrat Inatanee
The head ditches should be train
." I 'o
:i feet apart
Make the
din hes square with the world" If the
conformation of the land permita It
If obliged to run them on grade allow
a
of a loot per fMl feet. A
o É ay tn divert the water from
tl:. Iiead ditch into the furrowa is to
rut the ditch bank with a shovel. It
is difficult, however, to give each fur
rev the same amount In that way and
the water la liable to cut deeper In
pl. i.e. and a stream large enough to
d. damage go down
one furrow.
W hjm Here is very little aanpe it la
Baaattai la manage furrow irrigation
In that way. but on steep land special
appliances are required. Tubes, called
spouts, made of lath and two fe- -t In
length are set in the ditch bank Juat
b low the surface of the water. Kach
spout will divert enough
water for
from one o four furrows, depending
up. n the Mope of the land.
To make
th. siiicin automatic and to raise the
r high enough to run through the
apa its i Icik boxes are set tn the head
ditch at certain intervals. The dls- tarn e w ill depend upon the grade of
the ditch.
FARMER

tea

Uadaa.

Waat la

your name?

-

Ira fertility to the noil alfalfa haai
wili!n a few t..a' iir. ceded In many
- of thI'nlon " tif rank of
liHiu. i ama. ,IIU im rcaim mi remm
WaW) y.,ir
Thla
nw'' rlovar la aa old
aa human hlatory It arw In central
l
t!if raifa of Kunip
Ania. wtn-r-f
Tic am lent Oreeka and Romana kinami allied It. The Moora
intr.Hliu.il it to Mpaiu; hence lia
ArnliC' name, alfalfa, rneanina "the
beat foiluVr " The Hpanlarilii hrouaht
at
It to the I'acifle coaat one debt
leaat whli li America nan to Hpaln
Ciin i. n (he Atlante maat. where it
.

Mr. Itrowa (to new euoai

d

pi'
flv

Méate.
la half

len-yw-

n

in tlmt vi.init; withm l hure.
niajh-Mir- '.
Winn a if. ami hu.Man.1 n.i. a .nii.linn titan a!l ur.n th-inft rwunl that "Mr.
ii
the Imsliainl l.afi.. n- - t..
'
. ,
womt.
; -- I." it . all lf with tl
. i.n.lt iniml. n i
nlv by the jmlmis wife lut by tha
h..
inntnMiiii.
vmptlu ti. inarr.f.l ..iii. n in tlmt part ( the street who h ar from
the wife what i hi hunlwtnl linn soul.
I
n woman
it. r mn . n!uct IhtcIí with nil the herominjf
slic lia. niej.ired
moü-inihtu'
ti
inn: !.
ui.it I'll- Mr:, t. .t
t h r
iiifinU-of oili.-anl an tic v minnd timl am- at lm miMl luiatl
the
l.n.k...! nt. n "nmW
-.
and uiturued t híl, , n cultivated in a amall way
with mi.
chut on lcr j.ari ('
tm Hi vara in Maw York. Pennayl- - "..n
i m coila
tlirt."
i ... . thai .h.
- u '
"""P
'l'"'
faifa
tic hiiiiiwaa of lcr illce irow
aid
trun.mt
poaitiou aa clerk or atciioiTUlcr
ilu wonderful luaurlance. and
r alu.irv ':. r ahilitv. Aw "y.ut aa many aa 11 ruttiaga of it In one
in . .. h n wat a- - to innkc the iin-- ui:
It
.
arc made in California
ii
..
w
...
lauiio. ii in. in ..tier oiuii.
grow in moa' soils on the aageI win
.
a watililu!. dofinu in hut i. ani that her on!v on liaa brnali d
rt of Nevada or the clay
.
nx." nnd tlx it it'a "Kun, father, and gri.-- l of New York It is grown
i "turned down" In the "i apru
profitably i.i almost every state and
M)tli r i kc. h f..r M nccanvt'.
the Ilie liana arc upon u.
territory ot the I'nlted States .Maine.
tl at "r!." mother will declare,
"I uaed to hac a very liiuh opin n
N w Hampshire and Alaska being all
Sin
.
..kinu and he knows it. that are k ft in tic 'experimental"
"but I'm disappointed :n her.
And it will grow season afi.r
Instead of settling down and nnirriitiü a man wh if aBytUaf, is too atage
one field in New Y'ork was
season
jiuud for hr. sic cho.'.c. to haw a do n tni;.- to In r how. She's noth-in- if Sowed 4.'. years ago.
more than a íl i rt .""
The Wisconsin experiment station
that one acre oí alfalfa yields
It isn't difficult to multiplv such, instance which I feel most com-- I
. i
.. ell- - as iiiicli iirotin itlie milk and meat
nr.ti.at any attractive,
pletely alústrate my theory. Mt om.u.cns
.,.,.
of cow r
f
lehaved young woman, generously fnvond by nature and po.sessmg a ,,. ,lf tnnotliy or U' of brome grass,
skill in dres.ing that tmtémám lcr charms, and who nveivcs an abun-- , Alfalfa at worth Iff to $3.". on the
ket and !:!." to ftiu as feed 'or stock,
dance of attention from her men friends, is. according to the disap- un we,tvrn Kan.
)n N,.,,ra-k- a
pointed members- OI lcr MX (Dot all
aas thai a few years ago was con
Mered barren is iaying lt to $J."
unmarried by any tneaus) au
Alfalfa land in
an acre in alfalfa
tlirt.
the south renta at ttl to II.. an acre.
All kinds of stock relish and thrive
on a,f!,lfa
Feeders In the west
astonifhins h..w many pi'Oplt can
ciaim to lie aoie to put tat came on
lll.lllceil t" ace. jit i .Id failures under the market I'm to M per cent, cheaper
with alfalfa as balance of feed, than
We have the
new nanus.
Careful feeding teat?
itl,
....I., knmui
Krim iimasnrl flat, rai?- - on corn alont'
" at tic .uit Dlnli....
.; .:
.'. ... ,1..
r"
,
. r;
11113
í.iB.K'11 r.riucu
V
just as we nave gu!r To roduce 706.61 pounds of beef
ins si a .ílerrv W nlow
an oniined long coat that WS used to call here are required lO.OU pounds of
raasea corn touaer. or ii,ss
an ulster. leUini freolv under a new name.
younus oi reu ciover nay. or seie
So the century-ol- d
niturahsin thtt pro- - poumJí of nwlhy tl.(V but onIy 1 lf,
duced pent rations apo nothing but unbe- - of alfalfa hay.
The Kansas agricultural station
lievers in the Bible is now verv" fashion- ports a case where I dairyman main.
able, though just as deadly, under the title tbln(.d
miU h .((,WH for a wh(lll.
By REV. FREDERICK E. HOPKINS
of "histórica criticitm," and the unfrocked summer, without any grain, on two
BiahoD Colenso has become a leader of the "eres of alfalfa, cut and fed to them
'
trtsn three
times a day. tows pas
Lord's kostl and the dean and Col. Inger- - tared on alfalfa Improve in the glossy
mp cart that is carrying condition of their hair and in yield of
soil are yoked together on the theological
milk,
liaising and feeding alfalfa is
Jonah and the whale to the cleaners.
said to add 18 to 30 per cent, to the
for
studenta
few
so
had
we
never
when
would
time
at
a
that
secta
It
profits of dairying over the use of
the ministry in uur seminaries, when city churches in so many instaneea are any other feedstuff that can be raised
selling their buildings and giving up the fight, or throwing themselves on r bought.
The alfalfa plant has an extraor
the bounty of a missionary society, when preachers squirm uncomfortably dinary root development. The roots
in their pulpits on account ol a lonely array of empty pews, while they strike from five to 20 feet deep,
branch rootiets
know every pleasure purk in town is gorged with men and women going with innumerable
perforating the soil in every direction.
as
would
seem
enough
it
drunk
to
start
to hell as fast as they can get
store up nitrogen, the openings
though in times like these professedly Christian teachers and preachers in the soil giving passageway to the
nnd rain.
would recall how churches, only a little while ago famous for revivals,
the west and southwest alfalfa
In
to
spiritual power and benevolence, are now struggling might and main
has been a powerful "mortgage raiser."
make both ends meet.
In California. Montana,
Colorado,
The trouble is and always will be that a denial of the supernatural Kansas and Nebraska it has helped
in solving the problem of
cuts the foundation from under the church and it becomes no more a greatly
cheap meat production. Where irri- religious institution than a public school. If, as some affirm, the present gation Is practiced, six or more cutgeneration is losing its interest in religion, the principal reason is that tings are the rule and nine are comthe average man and woman has enough during the week to destroy faith mon.
without going on .Sunday to some church to hear a preacher who wilJ
Uniform Irrigation.
finish the job.
There is one disadvantage that free
Anodine hnn niimelv tha ftifflniltv nf
getting a thorough and uniform irriga- Do not allow yourself to get into (he tion on the lower end of the run DB-The runa
habit of long conversations over the tele- lesa the land lies well.
not be too long where this sys- ahould
phone. People who do this lose all perceptern is employed. In the system just
tions of the times when they may be an- rieaeriheH the
nnniv Hitehe. rn
across the slope, that is, about at
noying or disturbing others.
right angles to a line following the
Particularly in the case of party wires greatest
slope. In another method of
Some one free flooding the ditches run down the
is there call for consideration.
else may urgently desire to use this same slope dividing the land Into long
telephone over which we are gossiping with strips. These ditches may have per
manent check boxes at certain interour neighbors.
vals and water may be diverted ' on
Do not use the telephone of tho woman either strip bordering on the ditch or
By H. B. CLEMMONS
upon whom you are calling, unless it is ab- on both sides if desired. This method is suited to the use of large heads
Thoughtless women of water and requires frequent shiftsolutely necessary.
often make a convenience of their frlonds ing. It is a good method on soils
are porous and where percotatioij
in this respect. Your hostess may not wish to take you into tho part that
Is rapid.
of the house in which the telephone is situated, or, when frequently done,
Free Flooding.
it may prove a considerable expense to her.
The term free flooding la used to
Do not call upon men in business hours if you can possibly help it.
denote flooding on land that haa no
If it be necessary to do so, be as brief as possible.
special leveling except such as is reDo not tell things which yon do not want known over the telephone. quired for furrow irrigation.
The
Conversations arc often audible to all of the persons in the room with the same system of head ditches run on
grade, as are often used In furrow
person to whom you are talking.
irrigation, may serve for free flooding.
If it is a business conversation it is well to think what you aro going
Nurse Crop Is Allowable.
Orders or requests are frequently misunderstood
to say beforehand.
On land that has been In alfalfa
and
of
the
changeableness
tliem.
person
giving
through the hesitation
one and is In good tilth seeding with
Finslly, temper justice with mercy in your treatment of tho young a nurse crop Is allowable and may
women operators who answer your calls. Their business is a tedious and give good results. The grain should
be sown at the proper time in
wearing one and it is almost impossible to be always eagerly attentive.
spring.
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Bank of England Salaries,
The director of the Bank of England
has a salary of only $10,000 a year
Of the 1.300 employes, about 100 are
women. The first cashier gets nearly
twice as much as the director and the

the total pay roll amounts to over
$1.000.000.

Why She Went Sour.
felt kind of miffed." aald the ge
nial man who liked to occupy a lofty
niche in everybody'e affections, "wh?n
tbe religious lady at the foot of tbe
table suddenly soured on me; but
when I found tbat ahe bad under
stood me to boast tbat my fathe- rdear old Methodist preacher that tm
la was a circus rider Instead of a
'circuit rider.' I didn't known that I
could blame her."
.
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ANOTHER
WOMAN

CURED
ByLydaE.Pinkham's
Vegetable

C

Wains

ITNt sufferer

frm

I has hTl A
organic troubles

T D
WMIMH.
doctor said I would
have to n to the
hospital for aa
operation, but I

br

to
cxild not
think of It 1 decided to try Ldia
E. rinkham's Vf- tUblo C'nip'ind
w aafi
MMNfl
wan nttrply
ri
lmd after three

months usa of them.

Mrs. P. A.

WlLMAJIS, R T. V.
Me.
tj ir Lu-T,

.

No woman should submit to sunn-Ca- l
operation, widen Biar taran daath,
. ttidtham
ontll h ha itIt. n
liis
fCfctcMc Compound, made eictrial.
ly fr :n rooU awl herb, a fair
This faojoiu medicine for women
ha for thirty years proved to be ti.of
moat ral'ublo tonic
f. mala orfanl.oL Women MU.
In almost etery city and town tay
1"
United States Wwimnctesti-monof Lydla
to toe wonderful Tlrtue
.
WireUble Compo-iud- radi-anE.
t,
ensato
and
female ÜK
It cures
buoyant female health. If,J,jU
arc 111 for your own sake aa weU as
those you love, (rire It a trial

HiWClt

S

Mrs. Pink bam, at Lynn, May..
Invitee 11 sick woaea to aswrite)
ber for art vice, tier sotwb saw
always bclpiui
FOR DEAR TEACHER.

--

Th'a arr.unt

tvt

of a aev

enteth r.'nlurv e lentiflc espedttlon
puhtlahxl In the Auburn (111.) CMisea.
as an Nasi Si local
Jíair h 1.
ISMS.

there IWlnK it that pleas SI that
time many ssaeandants at l'nuly. Mi
the Pattys, l'iirks.-!"- . K"t-- r.
mi
other families Sajssl reiireeer.teil In the
Itat The original manuscript In French
waa In the posaeealon af Juiin Pauley of
Kansaa, who waa at the time of the publication visiting hla IlUaoia klnsmnn.
Thla account la particularly Intereat-In- g
at thla time, aa It deacrlbea Iba
prevailing on the coaat of California, In .79. an event fittingly celebrated by the Golden Oate City.
The malady described by Pauly. which
decimated the ranks of the French expedition, occurred at the aame time aa several other w ritera mention a very sever
Crevaleoce of acurvy In California, and
waa probably the aame.

observation of the tran
sit of Venus on the 3d of
June. 1796. was an object
of
interest to all the
learned. The Royal Academy of Sciences proposed
to the kins. Louis XV.. to
make the necessary outlay to send to
California for this purpose. The late
M. L'Abbe Chappe undertook this Toy-ag- e
with a courage worthy of his seal
for the progress of science., I was se- - ff
lected to accompany him and we set sail for Mexico In the month of September. 1768.
After a perilous voyage of about 3,000 leagues,
we arrived In Mexico on Easter day, 1709. Time
was passing; we stopped but eight days to refresh ourselves The viceroy procured us mules
ami provisions, and we undertook to perform by
laad a part of the remainder of our travels, which
was about 300 leagues. Amid lofty mountains,
dreadful precipices and arid deserts, we encountered new dangers every day. We tailed from
fear a thousand times. We were also oppressed
by the excessive heat, which left us hardly
strength enough to drag ourselves. A thousand
Insects of every species gave us no rest by day or
eight, and we had constantly to be on our guard
against the very ferocious beasts with which the
country la covered. Moreover, we lacked the necessaries of life, for the provisions that we got In
Mexico had been spoiled by the heat We were
obliged to live on wild cattle and whatever fruits
we could And here and there. We made our halta
near some river or spring, that we might slake
constantly
the burning thirst with which we werenecessary
to
consumed; to find one it was often
march a whole day's journey.
Arrived In the evening In some valley, or on
take
the side of some hill, we would endeavor torepose
upon the ground (et a la belle etollle), the
which our cruel fatigue rendered so necessary.
When scarcely asleep we were often aroused by
that
a storm, and then by the Impetuous torrentsmouncame down upon us from the heights of the
tains. Many a dark night we had to save ourselves and our equipage, fearful at every step of j
tumbling down some of the precipices.
After running s thousand risks we arrived at
ocean;
last at the port of San Bias, on the Pacific briganthence we embarked for California on a
tina which the viceroy of Mexico had had prepared. The Pacific ocean, although Tery tranquil Is not ths less dangerous on account of the
vigíes) with which It Is filled.
The great calm which prevailed at that time
caused ua to despair of arriving in time to accomplish the object of our voyage. After six weeks
sailing, during which ws made but 150 leagues,
on the greateat breadth of the sea, the shortness
of the time caused us to risk a hasardoua exploit.
The part of California near which we found
waa the port of San Jose so dangerous
that no one bad ever landed there. The access to
It Is guarded by the Incessant waves that break
Impetuously against the rocks.
The Spanish astronomers who were of our company wished to wait for a favorable wind to land
ten
at Cape St. Lucas, which was distant but
leagues. The landing there is indeed less dangerous, but we did not follow their advice because
we were pressed to strive at the place of our destination; ws resolved to sttempt to disembark at
the first land ws should discover.
While these gentlemen were yet deliberating,
four Indian sailors and myself let down the long
beat- - we took with us half of the Instrumenta. I
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agreed with the Abbe Chappe that if we perished be might find other means to land elsewhere with the rest, which would be sufficient for
I embarked then In
making his observations.
the long boat with my four sailors, steering directly for the coast; the nearer we approached It
the more we were sensible of the difficulty of
landing.
We were constantly thrown back by the accumulated waves, and our boat threatened all the
while to ship water. When on the point of losing
courage, one of the sailors discovered, st a distance, the mouth of an unknown river. This discovery animated us; we reached the coast by this
mouth but with greet difficulty. I sent bsck the
long boat for the Abbe Chappe and the Spanish
astronomers, who arrived safely enough.
of
Arrived on the peninsula the twenty-firs- t
May. 1769, 13 days before the epoch of the transit of Venus. We found no (azlle a pouvolr nous
met tro s labtr), the Inclemency of the weather.
The savages that repaired to us said that a contagion was prevailing In this country which ravaged it completely. The interpreter who translated thl added that 'they said that In order to
withdraw ourselves from the Influence of this terrible malady, It was necessary to remove some
hundred or more leagues farther to the north.
The means of undertaking this new Journey,
broken down with fatigue aa we were; we bad
neither horses nor carriers to transport our baggage; It was impossible to msrch on foot, and we
shrank from a Journey through a desert. All these
reasons decided us to occupy ourselves with no
business but that which had brought us.
We labored to construct an observatory, which
day of May, six days
was ready the twenty-eightbefore the epoch when we would have need of it
We made our observations on the third of June,
with the greatest exactness.
Ths contagion made new progress every day;
a general sorrow reigned in all this part of California; we were not long without participating In
It In a distressing manner. This dreadful malady
came upon us six or seven dsys sfter the observa
tlon. We were wholly without succor; we could
not be useful to one another, because we were attacked almost all at once.
The little n.edlcine that we had brought from
France was useless, from want of knowing how
to apply It
Nevertheless, the abbe, all sick as he was, continued his observations all the time. After observing an eclipse of the moon, he at last yielded to his faintness, ths delirium of his disease left
him but little time to examine himself; he died
the first of August. 1769. Ws were all dying (I
and the companions of our voyage), whén I had
ths sorrow to close his eyelids.
Oar situation and our want of strength Induced
us In this ease to bury him without much ceremony. I devoted some moments to regret for ths
loss I had suffered, and In the height of a disease
from which I did not expoct to recover, I took ths
precaution to collect att the papers relating to the
h
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LITTLE HENRYS MEMORANDA.

"You're a dear, sweet little boy to
take flowers to your teacher!"
"Yes'm. An" I sprinkled lots of
pepper on 'em, so she'll sneeze rial
hard when she smells 'em!"
The Soft Answer.
At a dinner In Bar Harbor a Boston
woman praised the wit of the late Edward Everett Hale.
"Walking on the outskirts of Boston
one day," she said, "he and I inadvertently entered a r."ld that had a 'No
Trespassing' sign nailed to a tree.
"Soon a farmer appeared.
" Trespassers in this field are prosecuted,' he said in a grim tone.
"Dr. Hale smiled blandly.
"'But we are not trespassers, my
good man,' he said.
"'What are you then?' asked, the
amazed farmer.
" "We're Unitarians,' said Dr. Hale."
Washington Star.

Uncle Bill says lots of time a man
blames fate for things that is caused
by his own foolishness.
Pa says the prettier a woman is the
women see that her hair
object of the voyage. I placed them In a casket more other
her dress made over.
and
la
bleached
1
Mexico.
viceroy
of
with an address to the
told her last night
My
beau
sister's
were
earnestly begged some Indian chiefs who
Importance of Proper Breathing.
guiding star. I told
about me to make this casket safe in case we that she was his
Improper breathing is a frequent
marthey
are
said
after
should all die, and to transmit It to the vessel ma. and she
cause of consumption. A large maforwhich ought to arrive In the month of September ried he'll be like all the rest and
jority of people are too lazy or too
to take us. My Intention In this was to secure to get most of his astronomy.
ignorant to breathe deep, and hence
candidate,
a
who
.is
Perkins,
Mr.
my country this valuable depot. I remained In
the lungs are developed only to part
patyesterday
and
he
pa
come to see
my condition of sickness, pain and wretchednesa
of their capacity and thus afford ferted me on the head and said I was a
of September.
until the twenty-ninttile field for the growth of the tuberAt last the captain of the vessel arrived; he fine little fellow and pa ought to be culosis germ.
going
Is
son.
Pa
a
such
to
proud
have
had landed at the island of Ceralvo, which Is situIn after years a man wishes he was
ated some 30 leagues from San Jose. My Joy waa to vote for blm, and Uncle BUI says
so much the greater In seeing him that he pressed it is shameful how little it takes to half as smart as he used to think be
was.
me to quit the fearful place where M. L'Abbe bribe some men.
Uncle Bill says something ought to
Chappe and all the rest had died. We were carCLOTHES LOOK TEI.I.OW1
ried to Ceralvo. I forgot to say that this cruel be done about these nature fakers DOao,TOTra
If use Red Croat Ball Blue. It will make
contagion had taken from us the chaplain and
them white aa snow. 2 oz. package 5 cents.
nearly all the persons that formed our little com
pany.
It is dally life that tests us the
Although sick and oppressed with grief, I waa
manner of men we are. Max Muller.
compelled to undertake the perilous route which
PRO Y DAVIS PAINKILLER
I had followed in coming, sometimes upon mules.
Mw''.nnl,2V a- .- tr fifle a hoUle.bnt It contains
dollars' worth of ilrtne la curing colds, rheumatism,
sometimes upon the backs of the Indians, when It
neuralgia, and kindred Ills. At all druggists.
was necessary to cross the streams. With all
twenty-thirMexico
the
To the good the world is very good;
I
reached
this trouble,
to the bad it Is bad. Smiles.
day of November, 1769.
There I was received by monsieur the marquis that tell about how smart their chilof Croix, the viceroy of that country, with a com
dren are.
passion worthy of that good patriot. He had had
My teacher asked us what great
Carriage
and lesson we should learn from the career
the kindness to send to meet me a
his physician. Arrived at the capital of Mexico, of Napoleon, and when I told her it
and having paid my respects to the viceroy I was taught us that no matter how big we
lodged by bis orders at the expense of the city
got some one could come along and
When I left Mexico the marquis de Croix rec lick us, and she said could go home.
of
ommended me cordially to the commander
the Spanish fleet, in which I embarked. We landOur Gentle Amusements.
of July, 1770. The
ed at Cadiz the twenty-flrs- t
mingle with the crowd which la
We
court waa at the Esrurial. I had myself taken waiting for the time when the air
thither, and presented myself, to the marquis d'Oa ship man shall go up In an attempt
sun. thin French ambassador In Spain. He re
to fly.
ceived me with marks of kindness and considerBMaTSJall1.MJelejly4tl
"Did you read about the poor man
ation, and gave orders to show me whatever they who
ship
his
when
from
air
fell
it
have to show strangers in this royal house.
waa a mile high, and broke every bone
He caused me to dispatch In advance of the
In his body?" asks one.
of
through
minister
the
party, the strictest orders
"Yes. but that was an accident,"
customs, that at no pass on my route must be
says another. 'Thank heaven, we are
searched either myself or the chests In which
enlightened enough not to want to see
were the observations which I bore.
the brutal sacrifices of life and limb
folof
the
I did not arrive In Paris till the fifth
When You're Hoarse Use s
that gratified the ancient Romana and
lowing December. I sent to the Academy the obGreeks."
servations that we made in California. This society expressed the greatest satisfaction with my
Hie Block System.
seal and my services. They presented me to the
"Captain," says the retired railway
king, and to all his ministers. They solicited for
me a recommendation of my labors. His majesty, conductor tr. the chief officer of the
i
Louis XV. granted me a small pension of 80Cf. ship, which has stopped because of a
The government Is too equitable to leave me In break In the engine room, "you are
want In the flower of my age, afflicted with the not taking proper precautions."
Gives mroediate rcBef. The fast
"What do you mean?" asks the capevils which I have Incurred for the service, and
tain.
dote reWi your achaig throat and I
lead
to
servant
Indispensably obliged to have a
"You ought to send a flag man back
Guaranteed to I
aaaystheiiTmUion.
me. I hope, thea, from his Justice and from his
contam no opiates. Very palatable. I
goodness, that he will grant or an Increase of the salt a mile."
pension sufficient to enable me to accomplish with
del enes the rest of my public career.
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y.m ivi nor to have your work done right, your 'nater-ia.'art fully, selected, than to employ dome others who
have tu u.i' h frmu turt tn finish, ami then succeed mly in
having ii r material rn neil. You will have to wat li up.
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nr experience of nearly
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THE oldest and best Known rjotel ir) Ala- n)ogordo. Under the new management
trc rates have beer) reduced to $2.00 a day

and the service has been irnproved.

COCO
SPECIAL attention giver) to families and
Parties.

In

the gunner.

our forts Is Illustrated by what hat
recently been accomplished at two of
the forts along the Atlantic coast. At
Baetoa a target four and a half mile
from the fort and moving along the
horizon at the rate of rive miles an
hour was strut k by every shot tired
from B ten inch Lattery iu less than
four minutes, the DtUBbaT of shots
lieing sli. The following day a battery of twelve inch
uiis performed
e
the MlM feat, bunching the
closelv than did ho ten inch
guns. The shots of both
wert
so close together at the target thai
they might have beat) inclosed In a
ret tangía 10 by jn feet.
Lattery Parrott, al Port It fea
recently was called upon to Hre at s
moving target an unknown dhltanci
Actually It was ab nit three ami
f
miles away, l'yramidal In
shape. It looked as it moved across the
water BbOQI as a leg o' mutton sail on
a skiff would appear at a distance at
four miles. Every shot was a hit. and
the fourth and last destroyed the tar
pet The entire round wjis fired In 1
minute ! seconds.
One of the Bring tests Is called "tire
In this test the gunners
Command.
ure expected to change the fire from
one target to another of the three In
the String as directed and hit it without changing the sfieed of the fire. The
targets are supposed to represent the
vitals of a warship. This mythical
shot-mor-

Mrs. Bertha B. Neal

jininMimiiiiiimiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiirin

ay.

one-hal-

I Just What
You Want
I
A

I'alth

TOWNSHIP

PLAT showing
your home, and
location
of
the

your neighbors and all the
roads. A great convenience and
pleasure. Price $1.00, or FREE with
a year's subscription The News.
Plat applies to any township in the

1

county.

I The News.

vessel Is considered to have n frpe
board, or height out of water, of twenty-four
feet In estimating the hits.
the basis is that of a representative
battleship.
shot which does not actually hit the target, but which would
have pierced
PBMBl
hud It been
where the target was. is counted hit.
Officers 00 the tiiR towing the tWrjtf
work out the score by menus of the
"rauge rake." This Is an Implement
which looks like a garden rake with a
abort handle. The BpacM between the
teeth each represent a given BBUBMf
of yards. Whim shot strikes the onl
cers sight along the handle and note
how many enaceg to the right or U,ft
of the center the shot hit.
A cm. tier of the old school would
turn gray If he ted suddenly to adapt
himself to the now methods In the
face of the enemy.
Unir line tele-i"lies, surveying instruments, barometer,
t termo Uie1 rg, anemometers,
weather ranea, tide g.mes and stop
wan lies are re.julretl to secure the
requisite, resalta. The accuracy of the
tire !s Obtained only l.y taking Into
FOaajld Illation racl detaihl us the rurri-turof die earth, the speed of the target or the hostile warslilp. the range
or fllstance of tbe objaet from the gun.

1

s

Southwestern Hotel
and Cafe,
EUROPE AX PLANJ
J. C. JONES, Prop.

Now Open for Business
This hotel has opened for business with
everything brand new.
The best equipped Cafe in Alamogordo.

A Regular Dinner for

35c

e

the pressure or density of the air. the
peed anil direction of tbe wind, the
temperature and age of the powder
when placed In the gun. the height of
the tide at the moment of firing tbe
shot an ' the "drift" of the projectile
There can Is- - no guesswork In securing
ucb artlstle results as making hits
with successive shots.
The effect of all of these factors in'
tbe combination tinder nil possible con
illtlons has heen worked out by experl-- '
menta and computations and the re-salt utilized in devising apparatus
wnwn automatically roisters
ti. In
1
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Motel Zeiger
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FINK TKINTINd The Newsj
has the heat equipped job printing department in this part of
New Mcgko. Rush Johs Rushed.
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us lu the chauffeur, and in the gun. a
In the motor ear. is an essential.
What Is done by the guns in some of
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h red IM ROB itself
he
nt
f IM BsrapM.
Hitting IM tarftM has
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most an narl H'Ibmi. By mechanicai
iiifaiis IM atrttttaaj of ii tartrot lias become i nearly an Infallibility that the
t.is i ti low the (l uting turRetit Brp
apa) rated from them by only iioo feet
of line Tli" aseo apon tur tugs have
no bmm aspeetattea oí
struck
th.ni If thoy wttV I mili'
the
gun. TUt-- never MM MM "truck,
the JUTMeem .an enea have
freijuent prartke The ong of the
bell to the atea on the tug is not Ilk
the song of the Lorelei, for death does
not follow in Its wake. To be sure.
liKe motoring, one has to become accustomed to IBM what seems like
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a residence manager in each
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Rooms 7ña $ and (I SO
the demand- - created for our
Conducted
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ising.
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BUSINESS DIRECTORY

I'B

men am satisfied wit' tea and toast.
while oddera want earg beef and Inter
eberj meal. Doorin' de dellbery of de
address I want respectful silence. I
don't want no niters or turnips frown
around de hall. If Elder Toots falls
asleep and wakes up wld a yell or
Samuel Shin takes advantage of de
occasion to kick Way down Bebee In
de shins dey will bear from me in a
way to make deir hearts ache.
reception committee will now brlnj de
Hon. Mcodemus iu."
The visitor was escorted In and in
troduced In eremonlous fashion. There

gHEKRY á SHKKKY
Attarwya at law
Upstair

Office

rirat

Baak Baildiap

National

Fine Camping (í round
under cover.

Good Horses, Good RUs,
Good Service
Pennsylvania Ave , Alamogordo.

H.H-

-

MAJOR,
Attorney

le

was a general gasp of astonishment at
his appearance He was considerably
over six feet tall, while he didn't hx.k
much thicker than a clothes prop
There was un ancient kok about bin.
to remind one of the pyramids of
KBTft, and any keeper of a restan
rant would huve bet ten to one that h"
had the hunter of the men. As lie
boweti ami surveyed bis audience the
Impression made was no) exact Ij fa
voruMe. It seemed as if Datare ted
created that long. thin, lank form to
crawl through knot holes into hen

Feed S LiTeryStaDlB

I.

at law.

Rooms

Merchant' Tailor

and 10,
Kir.t National Bank Balldiap.

Quinliven Block.

QEORGK 0. BRYAN,

Custom
Choice

Phoa at.

Hoiuta. PtoaH

ALAMOr.OKIiO.

QR.

J-

-

N.

M

K. QILBBKT,

Physician and Surgeon,
Offiice. t"(ji.talr

coop.

PUonr

13.

in

tbr Gilbert flnildine.

Alamotrordo.

Tailoring

latest sttlet.
in stock.
Krenrb I)r Cleaning ate Repairing accoraing to latent methods,
t.ood gusrsiiieed not to shrink.
Ladles' tinods a specialty . . .
Wrk Ci'ied for t OtUnril - - 'Ptaat tlf.

Physician and Surgeon
BMt

Jerzykowskl

Pincham's
AT

Cut Prices

Robert

SEE

MENGER

R.

loth STREET

ON

ONE ORGAN AT A BARGAIN.

rws

ni-o-

Stock of

Sewing Machines

N. M

He Speaks.
"My frens." began the Hon. .Viendo
mus. with a sudden Hop of bis anus
Newton Wootiworth
as if he Wanted to My far away. "I am
wid you tonlgbl to discuss de rabjlt '.
Wki Eatlaeer
of happiness. It s a rabjlck dat mu
Kxaniiiiutitms and reports.
sarns de high and de low. de rk'h
and tie pore. We am all strlvln' fur it
References exchanged.
but thousands of us am discourage.
bekaaa wa think we don't Bad it. W' ;Bm 371.
. . .
AlaaatBTda.
iegm,voen as eiiiii en. tn believe dat it
takes money to I.-- happy, and tie otdci
we grow tie mo' we believe in tint the
W. WILLEK.
ory. Uight dar am wter we make tie
PHYSICIAN AND SURUEON
great mistake of our lives and go oft
Telephone No. '.'u.
on de Wrong road."
Here the orator paused for his wonts
to sink two feet deep Into the uiliel- - of
NO. W. TOMPSON,
his hearers, and then with a Jump side
ways and back, as if to escape lb,- lawyer.
teeth of a dog, he resumed:
"In a great big hoOM not a mile frorj
Practice in all conn and puTrrnmem
Depart spaata.
yere aits a rallllonyaire. Dar am
n
Office. Suite 3 and 4 flpM National Ban
de noon: dar am palntln's on de
Baildiaf. Alamotrordo.
wall; dar am narvauts to wait on him;
he has got a har"l o money In de bank
he has no mother-in-law- ;
he don't have
JR. J. G. HOLMES.
to put up or take down stoves.
ni
has but to ring a bell and a pair of
nytldaa.
sorrel bosses and a landoo will come
OfP-- e
..rrr R...Iaad Drna Slur.
pram la' around to ride him out. Let
htm ring auodder hell and a nlgget
loaded down wld champéeme and qiiali
)K. M. loNE HP LETT.
on toast will aplicar. A third bell, ami
selien state senators will enter by de
Ostcaaathlc PtiyskUa.
bach doah and offer to lieat or pass
any bin he may name and not chart
Oa Tettili St. OMMMs Ihe Caarl Hunse
him a rent.
A' mi.. if,, ,,!(,, 'ew M'lnn.
"Put's tie picture, my frens. and you
have .mly to shet your eyes to cat! it
H. GUOCBR.
op befe you. Seems to you dat man
i. ii
orter tit Jlst shoutln' wld happiness,
Uentlat.
bnt am dat de case? Fur. fur from l(.
On de eontrary. be am wish in' be was
Prepared to do porcelain crown and
briage work, purcelaia inlarti atan
dead. Why? Kase his son In college
told in lav.
has made a fule tt hlsself and am to OrPICE OVER WARREN'S DRCU STORP.
be suspended. Kase oue o' dein sorrel
Rooms F, G and B.
Phoa 77.
bosses am sick and likely to die Kase
his youngest child has got de croup
P. K. St JARVI8,
and map not lib till mawnln'! Rase
he's baldbeaded ami guts hay fever.
Kase de plumber and de Ice man have
robbed him. I could gin you forty mo' Offles oper Klrt
National Hank
teses, but des am sufficient. Dar am Phone 71.

In

Pattern alwari

FOR SALE.

Selling out

otter rmy entire
including harness
saddles and shoes until closed
out at least 8Q per cent
below
regular price.
.Men's shoes reg. 5.00 DOW 409.
Meii's shoes reg. 1.1M) now 3.00.
Men's shoes reg. MO now 2.76.
Men's shoes reg. 8.00 now 2.26.
Men's shoes reg. 2.50. now 2.00.
Men's shoes reg. 2.H) now 1.00.
Men's shoes reg. 1.75" now 1.40.
Ladies shoes reg. 4.00 now 8.00.
Ladies shoes reg. H.fiO now 2.60.
Ladies shoes reg. 8.(10 now Í.0O.
Udies shoes reg. 2.50. now 1.75.
School shoes reg. 2.25 now 1.60.
School shoes reg. 2.00 now 1.40.
School shoes reg. 1.50 now 1.15.
J. N. BuShey, The Shoe Man.
Alau.ogordo New Mexico.
LT

I

Stock of shoes

"SBM

60 YEARS'
fXPEHIENCK
Wkr
7.

-

D

Deatlat

a cart load of de long green dar, but
ALAMOGORDO, N. M.
no happiness."
Tbe orator paused to gat a drink of
water and kick hia lega ont to Umber Make Your Final Proofs
Before
them up and then continued:
"Lemma present auodder picture to
you. A mil away am da cabtn of a
United States (Commissioner
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